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We are now prepared to execute with nbatnsbs and des
patch. EVERY DESCRIPTION of Job Work, SUCfa U

C ir c u la r s , B ill- h e a d s , C a r d s, B la n k s ,
C a ta lo g u e s , P r o g r a m m e s ,
S h o p B il ls , L a b e ls , A u c t io n a n d H a n d
B ills , & c., Sic.
Particular attention paid to
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knees and clasped his hands. He was not over Lizzy, whose face was instantly double-dyed
A N IG H T A T A N A L P IN E I N N .
and black, and gray, and slowly they lit, some could not help i t : what does ail you this morn were upon the spot. I could see them plainly
twelve or thirteen years of age, and dressed in
against the opposite window, but they could
few rods off, on a fir tree, while we went on our ing?’
1 was traveling through Piedmont towards a sort of hunting garb of chamois skin. He with crimson, and her hands working relentless
destruction with the apple-blossoms.
‘ Nothing but w hat I ju st told you,’ Baid I, not see me for their leader’s light hud gone out, the Alps, Great St. Bernard being my object ol
way.
had
an intelligent look, and bis accent was pure
as
be
let
it
drop
upon
the
fluor.
4Do you know. Tom,’ said Lizzy. 4I have a in a sulky-dignified manner, that was too much
>W hy—to be honest—I don’t—oh ! I meant
the present jaunt. Among my traveling com German.
BY REF. EDWARD C. JOKES.
1 I knew those villians meant to murder me,
theory about birds, and people. 1 think ev for Lizzy’s seriousness ; a little shock of laugh
Helen, by the wild-pigeon, Tom.
panions in the present coach—if the heavy,
‘ ‘ Come,’ I Bald, after he had blessed me a
ery one is like some bird. Could you guess, ter shook her again, and brought out new tears, and my blood was up. I took aim again, and lumbering thing in which we rode can be culled
*Yes, I know you did ; but I am not to be
In the shallow'stream Eurotas,
now, who a wood-pigeon always makes me think which she wiped away soberly, and clasping her fired a t one of the heads. In an instant I caught such—was an Englishman, named Fitzhern.— dozon times,’ get up and I will help you to the blinded by th at flash of the oriole. Where did
Which to Greece its tribute gave,
hands over the handkerchief looked around at the other pistol and fired again. The last one He had traveled over nearly the whole conti inn, for you must be weak and faint.o f?
your wisdom come from, Lizzy ?’
Reeds of colors bright were growing,
‘ ‘ No, no !’ he answered quickly, ‘ I must'go
‘ I know who has that same way of drawing me with a grave face, through which the comic uttered a sharp cry, and ran towaads the stairs, nent, and his companionship was not only pleas
‘ Oh '.—you see—dear me ! how silly I am !
Bending to the refluent wave,
the other way, and 1 must hutry, too. I ought
but the other two fell. It wus a full minute be
up her head, Miss Lizzy ; no other than your air still flickered, and discomposed me.
And the little nimble Spartan,
ant but valuable. We left Chatlillon in the not to have stopped to look over into the stream, Tom, I am going to be married to George Stan
fair self?
‘ Tom, you are very queer; I cannot believe fore the fourth man made his appearance. I morning, and a t noon we stopped to dine at a
ton, and that is what I brought you out here to
When a flute he wished to make,
and you see what came of doing it. I looked tell you, and then wasted two mortal hours
saw him between me and the window, and I
Nonsense! I am no more like that pigeon you really thought you were in earn est!’
Wading in, could scarce determine,
little inn some fifteen miles to the northwest of
than I am like u tu rk e y ; nor so much, lor I
• B u ll was,’ said I, having by this lime be oould see th at he had a weapon of some kind in Ayace. I t was only about twenty miles from at the water so long that I became dizzy. I telling you that you were in love with bis sister !
Which of those gay tints to take.
can gobble inimitably, to the intense rage of come disposed to high tragedy ; 4 I love you his h an d . 4I ’ll do tho world a blessing? I u t St. Bernard, and directly among the Alps.— fell upon the rock tliut juts out there, and as I I t is too absurd!’
Nobler streams, of deeper cut rent.
all the turkeys in our barn-yard. No, indeed, desperately, devotedly, and if you choose to tered to myself, and with a careful aim I fired There was no other building in sight than those was going off 1 caught it with my hands. I
Lizzy's words came like rockets, and her fuce
Could not boast those flexile reeds,
I am much more like au oriole; look at that laugh a t the life-long misery of a lellow-being, my lust ball. The man gave a cry and then belonging to the inn, for there was hardly a should not have been here alive now if you had dropped in her hands, as she finished—no— in
not come?
Though upon them, navies floated,
one, how it dashes aslant the elm boughs, and I can only hope you may never know by experi staggered from my sight.
one
hand, for I had taken the other, and absochance to build another. A wilder spot I nev
‘ I told the boy I wa3 thankful as he was.— letaly was kissing it, I was so very g!ad. George
Rich in their historic deeds, •*
4 Without a moment’s delay I sprang from
makes a descent into the hollow below, like ence how to sympathize with such misery !’
er saw ; hut yet it was grand and romantic.—
'Twas the little shallow river,
a flake of fire ; that's the way I drop into our
Poor Lizzy! she had to bite her scarlet lips my retreat, and hastened to my room, where I The giant Alps towered up close at hand, and He thanked me and blessed me again, then Stanton was the finest fellow in the country,
Showed a store that pleased the eye,
stupid sewing societies here and make the full a minute before she could speak. Really, found my lamp still burning. My little port all about the spot we could see tho massive crags said he hoped he could repay me sometime, fully worthy o( Lizzy, had ju st finiahed his the
Hollow stems, from which the Spartan,
old ladies’ hair stand on end with my absurdi Tom, I do not think you know either me or your manteau had not been molested, and from thence lifting their dark gray heads above the forest and then turned away, I watched him till he ological course, and was to be installed in Cole
Brought his rustic melody.
ties.
self, or you would not have fancied—what you I took my powder and reloaded my pistols. Af trees. A wide stieam went dashing' wildly was out of sight, and then turned back toward brook next month. It was exactly the best
No ! if you do not recoognize our Colebrook seem to have. May I ask how long you have ter this had been done, I took the lamp in one through the gorge, and its roar was at first ul- the inn. I smoked another cigar, chatted thing, and, as soon as I found words, I told her
So. in minds by men unheeded,
awhile with the ostler, (the landlord being so, udding somewhat ruefully, , I hardly expect
htnd and a pistol in the other, and went out in
been in this desperate state ?
wood-pigeon, I shall not help you?
inost deafening when the stream was high.
For their little depth, and skill,
away somewhere,) and then went up to my ed to be congratulating you on this subject, two
4 Then I shall never know,’ rejoined I, in a
0 , the wicked littlo witch ! th a t question to the passage. I found the landlord, the ostler,
I noticed that my companion regarded the
Intellects, whose range and compass,
was uttered in the simplest, gravest tone, but I the hey who' had given me the warning, and place with interest, and he took particular note room. I was shown into the same apartment hours ago, but I am sincerely glad, Lizzy?
lone of mock lamentation.
Is 8 quickly-forded rill,
4O h ! yes, you will discover for yourself, felt the satire to the tullest extent. I grew— three women gathered ah', i t the tpoi where I of several things which seemed very common that we visited ; it wes well furnished then,
She looked up, with a little sweet laugh, and
Thoughts of beateous tint are springing,
and looked comfortable Yet I disliked the
s ime time,’ laughed Lizzy, quietly climbing all-over-ish, no other phrase expresses it.— had allot the brigands.
place to me. • After dinner we went out back of roaring of the mountain torrent directly undvr thanked mo ; so, rising from the turf, we gath
Native growth of feeling deep,
‘ • What do you think of this?’ I asked.
a fence between the house-farm and Uncle Asa’s 4 Why— !’ said I, ‘ 1 did not know it, certainly,
ered
up the basket and the columbines, and
the house to look at the torrent. As far us the my window, and asked lor unother rourn; but I
Did we deign like Sparta's children,
4The landlord was frightened, and he stam
lot.
till this morning, but I have felt it, unconscious
eyes could reach on either hand the water eame was told that this was the only one they had threaded our wny homeward through the woods,
That spontaneous store to reap.
mered out a reply which I could not understand.
4 Why, Lizzy, you are too quick for me !— ly, this long time?
silently
enough.
and went, dashing over its bed of rocks—tumb
I was just offering to help you, and you are
4 Tom, Tom, dont’t be metaphysically ab He feared that I should suspect him, but I con ling, crashing, boiling and hissing, and I soon in readiness for travellers, so I had to put up
That night I went down to Mr. Stanton’s and
While the vast capacious Reason
with
it.
surd ! if you must be absurd keep this side of trived to quiet him on that point, and soon af grew dizzy with the view ; for I had imagined
persuaded Helen to go to singing- school with
over?
Of the proud and lettered throng,
‘ I always used to sleep with my pistols un me. I don’t knew if they bad the class without
11 never will have any help, sir, to get over terms. Now I can tell you something that you terwards we went below, where we found the what would be the sensation of my soul, were I
Rolling as a mighty river,
a fence; w hat is the use of being a country have been • feeling unconsciously this long third man whom I had shot sitting in the bar to fall into the mad flood ; and the very thought der my pillow, and of course I did so on this the roaster or not. I never asked ; for instead
Free and measureless along,
girl, if you cannot get over a fence without time,’—you not oaly do not love me, but you room. But he never spoke again, and died be was so fearful th a t I shuddered and grew weak. occasion. 1 had faithful weapons—made on of being in the red school-house, Helen and I
May not offer to our notice,
fore morning. I saw that the boy was fearful Near a t hand was a narrow foot-bridge, formed purpose for me in Manchester—double-barrelled were setting on a pine log, by the edge of the
help!’
do love somebody else!’
Half the store of homely Truth,
4 N ot much, indeed, in this New England,
1 drew a long breath. 4Be so good as to ex that I might expose him unintentionally, but by three stout logs which had been (alien across aud powerful. They were a pair of my owu river, in the m oonlight; end after a great manyColored with a robe of beauty,
invention, and one hammer operated on both devices of speech, I had nt last managed to ask
I soon assured him to the contrary, for to a
plain
!’
where
every
acre
of
field
is
fenced
in
;
but
Liz
from crag to crag, and bound with ropes. There
Like the flute of Grecian youth.
zy, look! hero are columbines enough for
‘ 1 mean to ,’ replied Lizzy ; 4 only turn round question of the host’s as to how I happened to was no railing of any kind to protect the pas pans, so that they were easier to carry than her the same question I put to Lizzy in the
the
ordinary weapon with the double flint morning, only in rather a different way, and
be
so
well
prepared,
I
answered
with
an
easy
you?
i
so
I
can
see
you,
for
I
must
catechise
a
little
;
She who in her lowly cottage,
sengers, and 1 had no desire to cross over.
locks. I left my lamp burning with a lowAs I spoke, we had reached the centre of the Iraever can harrangue without interludes fo r m anner:
Taught by Faith, and Faith alone,
When we returned to the inn, we found the flame, and having secured my dour, I went to much more uneasily.
‘
‘
Oh
it's
simple
enough.
I
knew
that
fel
little meadow through which crept a slow bright ten minutes together. First, I am to prove you
She, too, hid her face, but tears came drop
Lisp at morn and eve petitions,
ostler just leading the horses out, but my com
stream, keeping the grass about it greener than don’t love me. You admire me, I dare say, low that ate supper with me the moment I saw panion asked me to take a turn up stairs, I fol bed. The roar of the torrent soon became as ping through the slender fingera, and she did
To a gracious Parent’s throne.
the sea, and set thick with blue violets and gol but that is nothing, not even the first step, for him, for I have met him before. When he lowed him up, and after reaching the second wild music to me, and I was not long in falling not forbid me to take away the hands or dry
In her simple, childlike spirit,
the tears ; but looked up at me with her clear
den cowslips ; while on the drier banks of moss you would admire a prettier picture more.— asked me about my money, and warned me not landing, he turned into a sort of corridor, which asleep.
Lovelier veins o f thought may be,
• I must have slept not far from three hours, eyes so full of unutterable love, th at they seem
and tu rf that skirted the marshy borders of the When I first knew you, you did not lika me, to travel any further until morning, I knew he led out into a long wing towards the stream
Than in his, whose vast acquirements,
when
I
was
awakened
by
feeling
something
on
meant
to
rob
me
I
knew
it.
Then
when
T
went
your
instincts
rebelled
against
my
character,
1
ed to have grown blue instead of gray, and said,
brook, hundreds of 6unny adders’ tongues flaun
Are but vain Philosophy.
At the further end of th :s passage he opened a
ted their yellow turbans, all dropped with gar saw it before 1 had known you a month ; is it to bed, I snored, but did not sleep. By-aid by door and entered a small room, in which was a my shoulder. 1 started up and made an in softly, ‘ I wonder what I have done, to te made
stinctive movement towards my pistols.
I heard some one come to my door and try it.
so happy !’ Well lor me that I felt, with no
net, in the spring winds, and still further back, not so ?’
From Putnam’s Magazine for December.
bed-frame, but no bed. I looked out at the
‘ —sh !’ uttered some one close to my ear.— slight heart-ache,,what the tender humility of
‘ Do you think that is fair, Lizzie? I did not I snored away then, hut at the same time had little square window, and found the torrent close
H O W I C A M E TO B E M A R R I E D . among budded lupines and sweet fern, myriads
my pistols ready. After that person went away below me. A t least, I could have easily jum p ‘ Don’t be afraid. You saved my life, and now her speech implied, though she did not know it
of anemones, fair and frail, bent languidly to know you then—I could not judge!’
I am come to save yours?
I happened to remember the recess and there I
I promise! William Hepburn to tell him how the warm breath of the south, seeming just
herself. If I could not now efface the past, I
‘ That is not my answer, Tom !’
ed, from where I then stood, half way across
‘ My eyes were now fairly open, and by the would try faithfully to make her future blessed.
1 came to be inarr ed, and, as it wus rather an ready, so aerial were their shapes, to take flight
4 Well, if you will have it, I confess I felt went and hid uiyself. I did nut fire until the the boiling stream.
dim
light
of
my
lamp
1
could
see
the
features
odd way, perhaps it will amuse the public; ao frcm their rest upon earth. On the inner edge a little afraid of you, perhaps; not sure that villains showed their weapons, aud offuied to at
W e were married last autumn. First old
1 don’t won'ler they've taken all the bedding of the boy whom 1 had rescued from the rock
tack me?
here goes! My name is Thomas Petition Ste of the meadow a great gray rock abutted from you might not hurt me any moment?
Father Mather married George and Lizzy;
out from here,’ 1 remarked, as I turned my gaze
before. .
vens ; I was born and bred in Connecticut, tae hill side right on to the greensward : about
.
then George did the same kind office for Helen
‘ That will pass, and you may answer my ‘ 4 Tin’s saisfied mine host, and assured the hoy. from the window to the bare frame- work of the only a few .hours
‘, " hafc is i t . I asked him, not a little star- an(j mei jjy wild-pigeon still keeps th at name;
taught my letters, and the ‘ three R's, Readin’, its base clu-tered a quaint cloud of brown flow next question to yourself, whether those very The former pr .tested earnestly that he knew 1
__
t 'et4■and Lizzy and I have once in a while a little
’Ritin’, and Tiithmetic’ in a district school- ered trilliums, and the delicate straw-bells of instincts have ever teased to keep a witness nothing about the robbers, and I affected to be- i U°?L,v’u „ ,, „ i
,.
,-.r
T i .
a . • ,
4 Why so? asked ritzhern.
house ; learned Greek, and Algebra of old Par May—while on its ledges, from eyery crack and among them against me, or my nature as you neve him. Of course I s ept no more that night
,
„
» „ ,j
_„
, clash that Helen cannot understand. Only yesi, ,
•i i r
.
,
Why, no one could sleep here, with such a foro morning!’ he replied, in very low, quick | ter(jay, when I asked Mrs. Stanton to admire
son F ield; and grew tobacco enough on shelf where a grain of earth could harbor, see it. If I had loved you, 1 should have lost nor did 1 leavo my pistols far out of my reach.
■ q.
,
r
w
i
i n k . roar in Ins ears.
fc°De3.
the comfortable arrangements of my new house
my father’s farm, before I was twenty, to help sprung innumerable culumhines of the bright all these traits toward you, I should have ceased -In the mornin: 1i offered
to pay my bills, but
, And yefc j slept faere
Murdered ! W hat, h ere!
; ^one of Deacon M ather’s,) she informed me that
me squeeze through the college course at old est scarlet and gold, swaying, and dancing, and to ruie, to criticise, to condemn?
the landlord would take nothing.' I ate an ear
You V
Yes—here. The brigands are about, and | she ‘ could not sympathize with
....................
'
Yale.
the life-lone
tossing their jewelled heads like veritable fairy
An idea struck me a t that moment, and I did ly breakfast and then set out on my journey,
‘ Yes. But there’s the horn. I ’ll tell you they know you have money. You are in danger!
There I found myself one commencement day, princesses, so full of laughter aud delight, that not look a t Lizzy, but 1 felt her voice was not leaving mine host to take cure of my night’s
about it when we get underway once more.— They mean to kill you and throw your body out misery of a fellow creature!’ I had to laugh
having delivered the third oration to a blooming you waited involuntarily to hear the gay peal quite steady when she began again.
work nt his leisure. I reached Chatilkn in
in
spite
of
myself.
We’ll take a seat on top?
of this window into the stream, and that would
audience in the galleries, and a grim crowd of musical mirth from their tiny hells, and fan
That, patient reader, is the way I came to be
4 If you had loved me there are a thousand safety, but said nothing more of my adventure,
So we hurried and found the diligence ready be the last of you !’
below, the happy possessor of a sheep skin, a cied on each new sigh of the fragrant air, a ways in which 1 should have seen and put an for 1 knew th at other brigands would be shy of
married.
to start. We took oor seat on the top, and as
‘ But how do they know I have money?’ I
blue ribboD, a wooden spoon, two dollars and far-off echo from their tinkling in some distant end to it before now. You would never have the place for a while, and that might only lead
soon as we hud got fairly started, Fitzhern com asked.
fifty-sis cents, and two suits of clothes, one field. Here my task began, and in a few min been so meek, and so easily obedient, A man to the arrest of the hoy. A year afterwards 1
A correspondent of the London Times, in
‘ You told them so !’
very shabby, and one pienew. 4The world was utes Lizzy's basket was filled to the brim with who loves never loses his sense of domination ; went that way again. The same hest was at menced to telate his adventure in the old inn we
commenting upon the progress of Irish A gri
were leaving.
‘ I - told— ’
all before me where to choose,’ as it says in the roots, and her hands with the blossoms—fit if lie obeys, it is for beseechiog and caress, for tho inn, and lie assured me that no brigands
culture, ftiitea that during the past 14 years
‘ I t is now ten years,' he begun, 1since I
‘ Yes. You ate supper with the brigand the value of farm stock in Ireland has increased
prim er; and I decided to go up into Colebrook, representatives of her gay, brilliant, graceful love’s sake, not because he recognizes a stronger had he -n there since the night on winch 1 had
passed this way before. I was then alone, and ch ief!’
and see if my maternal uncle, Seth Downes Belf, as she stood poised on a ledge of the rock nature than nis own ; and you know I am stopped there before. 1 inquired for the boy
from £22.000 000 to £35,000.000 sterling, and
on horseback, and was traveling in the opposite
‘ So the mystery was out, and I knew what that the number of horned cattle has risen from
was as glad to see me as if I bad six dollars in — her sun bonnet hanging by one string, her stronger than you in several tra its.”
who had bjen there, professing to think that direction—on my way from Gieat St. Bernard
stead of six cents in my left band waistcoat face burning with the warm flush of youth and
2,000,00f'to 3,250 000, while the quality has
Amen,’ said I, rather satirically. ‘ Now the lad was his son, but he knew nothing of to Chattillon. 1 reached the inn we have just a fool I had been to trust a stranger.
‘ B ut,' said I, ‘ the landlord will—’
pocket, and hired me for the late haying on the health, her blue eyes plowing deeply in the sun don’t he so disagreeable, Tom, I am striving for him, and hiuted that 4the little scamp belonged
correspondingly improved. Still, however, of
left about tho middle of the afternoon, and as
‘ He dares not do anything? interrupted the
spot, and I set up a singing school in the red light, and her suit chestnut hair coiling in lus your good, as Deacon M ather says when he to the brigands?
my horse was tired, and leaving that I should boy. ‘ Fear binds him. We come here—a— the 20,000,000 of acres which Ireland compri
school-house the next S.iturday night. When trous rings about her throat, lifted by the light • tuters’ his boys. You don’t love mo for still
not be able to reach Ayace until long after dark, the brigands come here when they please, and ses, only about one-fourth is under direct til
the having was over, I 6taid a few weeks to see wind, and melted to living gold wherever a su n  another reason, that you never thought of it till
lage, aud fully one-third is pasture.
H ero ism o f the D efenders o f L u w rriicc,
I resolved to remain here for the night. So I he serves them.
w hat I could turn my hand to, and Uncle beam kissed it.
this morning. Is th at love ? bom of a spring
gave my horse to the ostler, and ordered supper
[Correspondence of the St. Louis lutelligenrer.|
‘ Then you are with them !’ I remarked.
Downes being on the school-committee, through
I know I stood there with mouth and eyes day’s idleness, the fickle caprice of sunshine and
M iddletown, C t., J a n . 6.—Extensive build
and a loom. There was no other traveler be
‘ I cannot help myself,’ he said, ‘ for I have
his influence 1 was made principal of Colebrook wide open, like the sun struck fool 1 was, ‘glow the south-wind ? Nonsense! it is only an apt
L awrence, K. T. Dec. 15,1855.
ings belonging to the Power Company, and
side myself, but I found plenty to engage my at no oother
iu e r home
u u iu o but
u u i with
w n a i them?
lllt-a i.
i D • j i ”
u
ec
__ A t . . — * .k in
Academy when the winter term began, and hav ering ’ a t Lizzy, who must have had some idea illustration of D r. W att’s truism, that
Many startling instances of heroism are now tention. When supper time came, I found a
You mav imagine how peculiar my feelings i occuP?e(l by u number o rm®>
* inn non
ing a very pretty set of girls to teach, I made of my condition, for suddenly she began to de
related, since the siege of Lawreuco was raised. new comer at the table. He was a tall, dark must have been at that time. I could not take ! ul0rnlng' )nrol''.,nS a loss ,uf ab‘'.u
‘ Satan finds some mischief still,
myself and my services so acceptable to parents scend ti e rock v ith free, firm steps, like a cha
my
horse,
for
one
of
the
brigands
was
in
the
insurance
on
which
whs
only
par
lul.
O nehunOne case was the bringiag in of ammunition, looking man, hut yet with a very intelligent
For Idle hands to do !’
and guardians, that I hold the place to thia day, mois (at least, I suppose so, vide Buffon.) and
through the besieger's lines, by two ladies. A face, aud one calculated to command a certain stable. I could not fly, for the yard was w a tc h -H red and fifty hands were, by this calamity,
three years from then.
1 remeu bered i ft rward, as one does remember
Don’t wince, for it is a fact. Honestly, now lot of powder, lead, and other ammunition was degree of respect. He was dressed in a plain ed. The boy informed me th at there were four ! ^ rown outi ot employmen ._____
One day last spring, I sat on the stoop of things teen at (>not peiceived, that there was did you ever think of making love to me when
a t a place same 8 miles distant from Liwrence, suit of green cloth, without ornament of any of the robbers at the inn, and that they would I T
W ask,nglon Star gives the following
Uncle Downe’s house, thinking of nothing in a a furtive smile glit e.ing in the corners o! her you had anything else to do ? I see you can’t
aud was offered and wanted. The besieger’s kind, save that the shirt, or frock, was worked he a t my room in an hour. He also aeknowl- ;
for sending the President’s m e£
very discursive way, with discursive seasons of eyes. As for me, I was altogether in a maze, answer, and that is speech enough. Besides if
had the place fairly surrounded, when the two with black cord upon the breast. He had a edged that he had been sent up to see if I was
;
d"
f the
;za.
1 steniDg to a brown thrush that was hid in : for the idea had suddenly taken possession of you had loved me, you never would have asked
ladies in question, .Mrs. G. W. Brown and Mrs inillitai-y appearance, and 1 at once took him to asleep, and if my door was locked. I asked
“
some neighboring tree, thence giving out ail me th a t 1 was in love, actually, in good earnest, me as you did : you would have considered me
S. N. Wood, drove out with a buggy alone, se he a military officer in the Austrian service.— him if he could not help me.
••
jh
a
English
Parliament
iasoon
to
assemble,
manner of comic illustrations of every other in love with my cousin Lizzy! Everything! before yourself and led me carefully and tender
cured the needed ammuniton beneath their He conversed with me in French, hut with the
I havedone all can, he 8a,d. ‘ I h a.eto ld
b
of
nce £o
bird s musical powers ; hitting off, with gay had the presence of mind to recollect, favored ly towards taking tho one all decisive step of a
clothes, and drove in again. The Missourians Germanic accent. We were alone at the table, you all, and I should die la te n tly if that were | t[)e future
relatiuna with Britain, that
sarcasm, the robin, oriole, and whippo irw ill; that idea. Did I not obey her like a bond-slave? woman's life?
stopped their buggy once or twice, hut had the and alter some remarks had been passed on gen
even giv ng the faint peep of a dew-wet chicken was not 1 always so lonely at Uncle Downes’
known.
.
the
position
of
this
government
upon
the
quesI gave a long sigh, I wash coming convinced, gallantry to let them pass without search.— eral topics, he asked me if 1 was traveling north.
I hope you do love me. after a moderate ti()ngP.n iague with ^ er gh(,uld 1)eH thorouHghiy
lost in tho grass, the warning cry of a hawk, when she went away ?—1 admired her beautv and convinced of something Lizzy did not intend
This was certainly a remarkable fieceof female I told him no—that I had come from the north, fashion, but you are not in love with me, as I
or the love-lorn trill of a song-sparrow, with more than that of any other woman. I admired to prove. ‘ Do you acknowledge, Tom?’
and correctly comprehended in London on the
intrepidity; hut in my mind, everything is and was going south.
intend to prove to you in the second place, be meeting of the English Legislature.”
here and there a pewit,a blacklird, or the li quid her mind in its active, earnest, and noble devel1 Y-es, I suppose I must, but really Lizzy, I thrown in the shade by the conduct of the he
‘ 1 Rather a hard road,’ he said with a sm ile; cause you are in love with somebody else !’
fro.ic of a bobolink's song, mimicked, exag opement.
thought I loved you, and I'm not sure y et.i_ » . roie and devoted sentries of Lawrence. For a 1but if you are not going on by night it may be
• 1 am resigned ?’ scid I, inwardly amused at
gerated. and imerspersed with his own delicious
Her cha-acter had faults, to le sure, audit"
P rintinq in R ussia.—The first printing office
But can you not get hold of their pistols, lull week they were exposed to nocturnal excur all safe?
her c infidenee, and, be it acknowledged, a little in Russia was established in 1560, but was de
warble full of spring and its sweet exultation need of tome small feminine virtues, but then and extract the balls !’ la s te d .
sions,
and
were
fired
upon
at
diff.-rent
points
4
‘
Where
is
the
d
an
g
erI’
I
asked.
terrified
also ; for I begun under her minute
1 was lapsing out of the thrush’s concert into love would teach her those. Ah ! did she love
4They won’t have pistols,’ he answered, every night. Gen. Robinson, knowing that
41 O, only now and then a fellow who wants queslioning, to be partly conscious of—no mat stroyed by the people from a superstitious fear
nothingness again, when a quick, light patter,
tliai it would cause some confusion or change in
4 for they make too much noise, and there are these were merely attem pts to get a plausible to overhaul your luggage?
ter wh it, yet.
comiog down stairs, woke me up, and at my
• Tom ! are you asleep ?’ pealed from the lips some of the. girls in the house they wouldn't ground for a quarrel, issued orders that the sen
their religion.
11 Robbers, do yon m eant’
‘ Now. 1 expect you to be as honest as you
elbow stood the little shape of Lizzie Downes of which I had been dreaming.
trust. The dagger and club do their work.— tries should not return the fire, until in immi
44 Exactly?
have hitherto shown yourself, Tom, for I am
my special cuusin, and a peculiar little bit of
4 N—o, Lizzy, I was thinking?
They mean the club for you, and then if your nent peril of life. These orders were obeyed,
Snug I ncohe.—In a iate address by Rev.
• 4 Hove you ever come across them ?’
going to question more closely than before —
womanhood as one might see in a life-time —
‘ Come a few steps further, then, and I will body is found in the stream, nobody could bwear and such heroic and exposed endurance is al
4
4 Ah, I wish I could, sir. I eame for that Yon have had dreams—all men and women have Win Berrian, entitled “ A Cool and J u s t View
‘ Get up Tom !’ quoth the green sun-bonnet. I find you a better place to think, for if you had you were murdered. You understand now, and
of Trinity Church.” it is stated th a t the net
most
unparalleled.
The
shots
fire-1
at
them
purpose?
—of
a
home
and
a
future
;
beside,
I
know
you
want you to take a walk with me. 1 was rather eyes to 6ee, there is a hornet’s nest visible about I must go hack, for they’ll expect me. I shall
4 ‘ What, to hunt up brigands ?’
went, not six weeks ago, to look at Deacon annual income of the property belonging to
in a quiet state just tfceu, but wbo ever thought a feet from your head, in th at maple sapling, tell them that you are snoring loudly, and that were mostly of a random character, but one
4 ‘ Yes ; I tru st you, foi I know you would be Mather’s new houses upon the hill. Yes, don’t that New York corporation amounts to about
sentry had a ball p u t through his hat, and
of resisting that clear voice, with such a deci and you are in what the newspapers call a pre I found your door locked?
•
a fool to betray me. I am sent out by govern disclaim! 1 know it was with an eye to your $54,705.
another had a horse shot under him.
sive tone and flawless ring?
carious situation?
* 4And 1 did lock it,’ I uttered, wondering
ment to arrest these villains if possible. I have architectural sketches, but did not your dreams
‘ Where are you going, Lizzy’’ said I, af
‘ So I a m !’ thought I to myself, adding aloud, how the hoy got in.
a
detachment
of
soldiers
at
Carnillon.
I
have
There
are
in
the
United States seven hundred
come
back
there
?
W
as
there
not
a
figure
dim
ter we had travelled silently and swiftly, like I am bound to follow you, mademoiselle , only
P aper P lant in W isconsin.—Under this head
4 He smiled and showed me that the socket
only been about here three days, and have ly visible at the long window, a face turning to and fifty paper mills in actual operation, having
people in fairy stories, half thtough Uncle lead me?
into which the bolt shut was so arranged that says the Boston Post, we have before us a de hardly got started yet. Are you on business?’
three
thousand
engines,
and producing in the
the gate expectantly, and a pair of neat and
Downes’ farm
A brief walk over the green field brought us it could he removed from the outside. Once scription of a plant discovered in this country
‘ 4 P artly,’ I answered.
busy hands in the ‘ house-wife skep? Now, year 250,000,000 pounds of paper, which is
‘ Oh !’ said 6he, recollecting herself, or rather to its upper cornel, where the brook leaped and more he hade me be on my guard, and assured by Mrs. A. L. Beaumont, of Arena. She lias
‘
I
began
to
like
my
companion,
and
before
worth, a t ten cents per pound, $25,000,000. —
were they nobody’s hands?’
me, - I ’m going to Asa Burt's lot, after some chattered over a stony bed, before it sung itsell me that the brigands would be up in an hour at furnished us with a fine sample of cotton, and
we left the table we cracked a bottle of wine.
I began to feel rather restless ; how came she To produce this quantity of paper, 405,000,000
columbine plants, and you may carry the bas to sleep in the silent channel below. Over this least.
also of flax-, from the same plant, which she de I told him my business, and informed him that
pounds of rags are required, 1 3-4 pounds of
to
know
what
I
thought?
k et.’
scribes
as
follows:
little nook stood two great apple-trees with
‘ ‘ And now we are square,’ he said, 4or as
1 had some reason to dread meeting robbers.—
‘ Moreover, is there no lady among your ac rags being necessary to make one pound of pa
‘ Gracious princess!’ retorted I, 4accept my bloom, filling the air, with their delicate and pe nearly so as we can be a t present, for you may
‘ I discovered, two years ago, a plant that
devoirs, and put your foot upon my neck, if it culiar order, and all murmurous with honey he sure that I risk my life now. Protect your yields both cotton and flax from the same root Our conversation was careless, and before we quaintances with whom you feel an entire sense per. The value of these rags, at four cents per
arose
from
tho
table
I
hod
confessed
that
I
trav
o f quiet, rest and freedom ; whose entrance in pound, is $16,200,000.
pleases you.’
and believe th at I am the first person th at ever eled with quite a sum of money,
bees whose loving labor-song only heightened self if you can, and may God help you?
to ever so stiff and cold a room gives it a kind
‘ It doesn’t,' said the princess ; 4 I only want the cool silence of the shadow and the perfume;
‘ With these words he went away, and I was cultivated, spun, and knit from it. I am per
‘ After supper the officer said I must excuse ly aspect, like the sudden lighting of a wood-fire?
you to behave like a man, and not wait next while the littie brook’s laugh toned itself to a left to my own reflections. My lamp was still snaded that any article that will make as good
The Lynn News tells a good story of two
him,
as
he
had
orders
to
send
to
his
troops
;
so
I
No
one of whom yon think when you are tired boys, one of whom was boasting of the beau
time for a lady’s request, before you offer to bobolink’s voice, th at echoed its mad mirth burning, and having knocked the crust from the cloth as can be made from this plant will make
was again left alone. I lighted a cigar and or sad, as a comforting and soothing presence ; ties of his father’s house. 44 It has get a cu
help her.’
hack again from the nearest fence post. ‘ Sit wick, 1 examined m y pistole over again.—There good paper ; henee 1 cali it the paper plant. It
A t this I whistled slightly, and rubbed my down, said my liege lady. ‘ it is too pleasant were four of the robbers, and I had four balls can be planted in tlie spring, and cut in the fall started to take a stroll down the stream, I had no eyes to which you turn for sympathy in the pola,” said he, “ nnd it’s going to have somemine some hundred rods or s j , when I was start expression of thought or feeling and always find thing else.” “ W hat is it?” asked his inter
hands; Lizzy had a way of speaking truth that here not to be enjoyed?
to fire—and they without firearms. I took or winter. I t bleaches itself white as it stands, led by hearing the sharp cry of some one in
" a s —well—plain .' but she knew it, and turned
I seated myself on the turf, still in a dream, courage at this. My next movement was to and will yield a t least three tons to the acre. distress. I stopped, and the shout came up i t ; no hands from which you receive the thou ested companion. “ Why, I heard father tell
sand nameless acts of forethought and consid mother this morning that it's going to have
her rosy face round to me with the divinest while Lizzy bathed her hands and face in the dress myself, und then I began to think.— From a single root that 1 transplanted last spring
loud and shrill. I hurried down the stream,
smile of intelligence and sweetness.
mortgage on i t !”
cool water, and anchored her flowers to a stone Should I remain in my room, or should I seek there grew twenty large stalks, with three hun from whence the agonized sounds came, and eration that only love prompts?’
I had thought to some purpose, and was half
‘ D on't mind it, Tom, it is all for your on the edge of the stream to keep them trora some other place? I could net go below, for dred and five pods (containing the cotton,) with
good, and you can’t get angry with me, you fading. She came back to me looking as fresh there I should be detected, and perhaps taken at least sixty seeds in each. From this root 1 upon reaching a bluff where the torrent poured convicted, but not fully enough to say so. ‘Go
P rince Murat at Bordentown.—This is
down into a deep chasm, and then took an ab on, Lizzy ! I like to hear you,’ said I affecting
know ?
and lovely as the spray of pink apple-blossoms a t a disadvantage. If I allowed the villians to obtained seven ounces of pure cotton, and over
pre-eminently the age of political vicissitudes —
O f course I couldn’t, such a face as that she held in her hand, and, seating herself beside come up, they would not be very particular half a pound of flax. It isra very heavy plant, rupt turn, I saw a boy almost down to the boil an incredulous laugh.
A few years ago there was an obese loafer at
ing,
hissing
flood.
clinging
to
a
sharp
point
of
‘ You are not honest? replied my chatechist,
was talism anic; besides, she was my cousin; me, began to talk about them. Her entire un about their arms, as the work of killing a man and grows from six to seven feet high?
a jutting rock. For a few moments 1 was too your laugh was in a false key ; it betrays you, Bordentown. N. J ., who used to drink with fel
and it is a singular fact in the natural history embarrassed air gave me a sort of shiver, hut I in his sleep is not very difficult. A t length I re
horrified to move. The poor fellow was some but I will go on. Is there not one person whom lows about town, nnd borrow two shillings at a
of man. that though there ate no people on listened.
time from gentleman of the place, while his
membered a place in the long passage thro’
V icissitudes.—The Princess Christino Bel- twenty feet below me, hanging with his feet so you feel a constant wish to shelter from all the aristocratic looking daughter was the cynosure
earth one gets so entirely and utterly disgusted
‘ A ren't these blossoms very pretty, Tom ?— which I had come where there were two recesses
and out of temper with as disagreeable and in • There is something specially fascinating to me I hurried ont from my room, and glided noise giojoso of Lombardy was banished from Austria near the water that the dashing spray had soak hardness of life, to protect, to guard, to strength of all eyes at church. Now this same free and
trusive cousins, it is yet quite out of the n a about 1 apple-blows,’ as Uucle Asa calls them ; lessly along to this place where I found a posi some six years ago, on account of her political ed them. He caught my dye and his cries were en? whose image connects itself in some way easy idler, whose scores at the Bordentown
ture of things to he disturbed by a young, they are so refined, so gracious, so home-like; tion which could n o t have been bettered.—These doings. This lady took up her residence a t a piercing. I saw that he could nut help himself with every aspect of the future, without whose simps were unpaid a few months ago, and prob
pretty, smiling cousin, however saucy, i t deni withal softly and warmly tinted, and of such recesses were directly opposite each other, and farm house in Asia Minor, where, being totally in the least, for the point upon which he hung ever recuring idea neither present nor future en ably are still, has gut up a mimic court in the
unstrates most convincingly the old Scotch prov delicate scent, a little bitterness ahont it, just were about four feet wide. One of them was destitute, she was forced to labor with her hands was so far out that he could not swing his feet ter into your imagination? in whom you un shadow of the Tuilleries, and is followed by a
erb, 4 Bluid's thicker than w ater,’ All the enough to make it piquant, not insipid ; a sort for a window, and the other seemed to have been lor her very existence, in the strictest sense of in so as to touch the rock below him, and it was consciously hope ? Moreover, is there no one retinue of Italian exiles —he und they belfoving
affinities of ancestry, all the tender associations oj common sense, do you understand! And originally left for a closet, but it had no door, the word. The Emperor has now been pleased almost impossible for him to raise himself a whom your heart tells you, with undeniable in that, ere long, the sceptre of Naples will be in
stinct, loves you as a man should be loved—
of childhood, all the nameless sympathies that then they are so full of promise for the future and was lumbered up with old chests. I went to recall the lady by an edict of grace, and to hair.
‘ ‘ Help! help!’ he cried in such agonizing with entire devotion and pure tenderness, a pa his grasp, as King Murat the Second !— Cor o f
are only existent between relatives, spring up winter fire-sides; I have a vision of a whole to my room and left the lamp, and having once ,nnul the sequestration which at the time of her
Boston Transcript.
tones
that
I
felt
my
heart
leap
painfully.
tient faith and sorrowful constancy, th at you
to harmonize cousins,—aud our blood beats cider-barrel aud ten apple pies in the very clus more examined my pistols, 1 returned to my banishment was placed upon the whole of her
‘ For a moment I almost determined to leap rely on without acknowledging it ? Do you not
more warmly towards its severed tide in the ter I hold ! but I am serious about their beauty newly found stand, I took my position on one property, *
D isconcerting an Orator —It is an astonish
into the flood, but that would have been mere trust her as you did your mother? Is she not a
pulse of a relation—except, as I said before, the and expression, my flowers will do- well to mate of the old chests, and thus had a great advan
ing thing how little a matter will sometimes
disagreeable ones. So I not only refrained from the wild pigeons won’t they?’
A W ealthy P roprietor.— A large portion of suicide, without helping him. But my tho’ts part of yourself so truly, that, till some sud disconcert a man who is accustomed to speak in
tage in my favor, for while it would be difficuli
getting vexed at cousin Lizzy’s reproof, but
As she spoke an oriole flashed across the mea for any one in the passage to see me 1 could yet the rich valley of Gennesee. in New York State, became calm in a few moments, and then I went den light should awaken you, you could not puolic, and to have his thoughts about bun, and
submitted with a sweet humility, and would dow, and her own comparison for herself made see them plainly on account of the opposite win is owned by James Wadsworth. He owns 8,000 carefully to consider if there was not some perceive you loved her ! Are not her soft dark,
ready at command on almost all occasions.
have kissed the rod, Imd it been permitted or a like flash across my thoughts; how beauti dow, against which their forms would be clear icres in one town, as many more in Gennesee. means by which I could reach him. I walked eyes--------‘ 1 was once opening a speech from the stump?
‘ They’re not dark! they are gray? Now
required.
about 6,000 more in the adjoining town of Kush, further down, and soon found that the rock up
ful, how piquant she was? and oh! Thomas ly revealed.
said a distinguished western political orator to
Lizzy
laughed
indeed,
and
I
too.
The
sly
girl!
on
which
he
held
was
a
ju
t
from
a
narrow
shelf
‘ Do you hear that thrush, Tom’’ broke in Petition Stevens, what a fool you w ere! eyed
4 So there I sat, and at the end of half an 5,000 or 0,000 in the town of Caledonia, and a
us
recently, and was ju st beginning to warm
the lady, upon my meditation.
sn the grain ! I lumbered on to my knees before hour I heard a creaking of the stairs I drew great many thousand in other towns and coun which extended about parallel with the water to I was quite in her power.
• My dear T o m , do you svppose I have not with my subject, when a remarkably clear and
‘ Aes. ma am, I have been listening to it this her, 1 don’t remember how, and without one back as far as possible; and ere long a form ties. His landed possessions exceed 50,000 a distance of some forty feet down the stream.
deliberate
voice spoke out behind me, saying:
hour, from the east stoop?
word of warning gasped o u t: 4Oh Lizzy ! I glided through the recess. I t was a man, the acreR : it is nearly all good land—the best in If 1 could reach that shelf I could save him. I known this three months that you were very
■Guess he wouldn’t talk quite so hi.'alutina‘ W hat a lizv creature you are! spending love you to distraction, can’t you love me?’
very one with whom I had eaten supper—and the State, and constantly increasing in value. hurried down and found that 1 could reach the quietly sliding (not falling) in love with Helen tin' if he knew that his trowsers was bu’st out
shelf by a narrow gorge, in which grew a lot of Stanton ? O f course I saw it, and so did half
a whole hour in mortal idleness, this lovelv
Her face was absolutely pule with surprise, in his hand he carried a lantern. After him
behind !’
day?
3
One good D ark Lantern.—While the Daven shrubbery, provided that shrubbery was deeply the villago. Ae for your exploit this morning,
came three men. I heard them at my door—
“ From th a t moment I couldn’t 1 get oi
then
a
wild
and
flitting
fear
swept
over
it.
I
rooted enough to holu me. I took hold of some I think 1 have fully accounted for t h a t ; and
‘ Not a bit of it. mademoiselle; my medi
port
family
of
mediums
were
giving
an
exhibi
I
heard
then;
enter
my
room—and
in
a
minute
The
people in front began to laugh, anj3
tations in that stoop were of the most useful could see she thought me suddenly crazy, and more I could hear them talking in wondering tion in New York the other night, and the spii - of the bushes which grew- near the top, and now, having shown you to yourself, and brought
was
a loud roar in my rear, and I dar
the
hot
tears
began
to
fill
my
eyes,
man
th
at
I
found them firm. W ith n quick prayer I-threw you to confession, do you not forgive my laugh
enaracter ; nothing less than a skillful anal
its
were
playing
on
musical
instruments,
in
a
tones.
For
a
while
I
could
only
understand
was ! I suppose she saw, then I was in earnest;
ter ? I own it was all unkind, but how could I verso my position for fear of having
ysis (mental, of course,) of the vibratory
that they were surmising what could have be dark mom, a whatchman present suddenly let off my coat and boots, and then let myself down
ence of my condition. 1 made, or :
power of air, and its probable capabilities in fur she blushed most beautifully, then bent her come of me, hut at length I heard the order on the light of his dark lantern, and the audi 1 found the shelf not more than two feet wide, help it? ’
face down in both her little hand, and began—
I don’t need to forgive you, Lizsy,’ said I.— ted on excuse for delay, and sul
mechanics?
and
you
may
believe
that
it
was
a
dubious
track;
given to search. 1 could hear that the doors ence were astonished to see that the mediums
malicious scoundrel!” continue'
oh
reader!
pity
me
!—actually
to
laugh
:
laugh
‘ Oh ! Tom, Tom ! can’t you let schoolbetween me and my room were all opened, and themselves were the actual players on the in but i hurried on and reached the jutting rock ‘ You have done me great service. I wonder at “ it was only a mean trick after '
mastering alone, on Saturdays! and such a till the red blush spread to the very parting of that the apartments were searched. A t length struments. The scene broke up in laughter in safety. In a moment more I was flat on my myself?
‘ Don’t wonder but act, Tom. I had no au nothing under heaven the mattf
celestial Saturday as this ; look here, if you her hair, colored the slender throat, the small ho with the lantern reached the recess, and as swearing aud general confusion.
breast, and tken reached over after the boy. I
caught him by the collar of his jaeket, and told thority to say what I did about H elen's liking meDtionables !”
vvant a better meditation than your analy- ear, and a t length the white fingers. It was his lantern was raised so as to cast its rays in,
too much ; 1 could not bear i t ; I became a man
you, but my own observation, and I am by no
h
iu
f
to
help
himself
all
he
could.
He
made
his
I was discovered.
A Sailor' s Notion of F air P lay.—1 Beg p ar
means infallible. I shall not laugh if she re
did look up through the dim, gray branch again, and something very like a thrill of anger
There is one bad thing conne
‘ ‘ Ha! here you a re !’ the brigand chief don, your honor,’ said one of the Naval Brigade last effort. I threw all my strength into that
es of the wood we were skirting, and there, brought me to my feet. At this Lizzy looked u tten d ; and on tho next moment he drew his before Sebastopol to Lieutenant------, ‘ hut we’ve one lift, and the poor fellow was dragged over jects you, I assure you.
times—it lessens one’s morality^
on the leafless bough of a tall hickory tree, up, her eves full of tears from long laughing, dogger.
the
rock
and
laid
by
my
side.
This suggestion made me thoroughly unquiet. have a very limited idea of the
been blazing away at theso Rooahians, broad
sat two wild pigeons, eyeing us with soft, shy and he? face radiant with dimpling m iith, and
‘ It was some time before the youngster I could no longer repress an impertinence I had erty. As long as Mulloney got
• My pistols were both ready.
side after broadside, for an hour or more, aud
glanees, stooping their graceful, shining necks, yet a sweet shadow of pity and surprise upon
‘ • Move this way another step, and you die,’ the beggars ain’t fired one shot in return. The moved, after 1 laid him down ; but when he did, been trying to utter for the last fifteen minutes. day, he was considered ‘one of t,
it.
She
held
out
her
hand
to
me—how
could
1
and drawing them up again with a native
said I.
men think this unfair, s ir ;—hadn.t we better I found that he was perfectly sensible. I asked ‘ We shall see,’ said I assuming a miserable car as ever was? Some six weeks si
pride, not unlike that of my companion’s help taking it? or sitting quietly down beside
of work, Bince when, he has 1
1 But he only laughed, and came towards me knock off and go home?’ A t the very minute him if he could walk, and he said y e s ; so I icature of confidence.
though I acquit her of being anything dove- her, very much in tho state of a water-cure pa At that moment every nerve in my body was this observation was being made, the ‘ Roosh-, arose, and hade him follow me. We reached
4 And by the way, Lizzy, how came you to be with the night police, and been ;
like! A few steps on the dead leaves startled tient lifter his first douche!
ii ns’ did open fire, though very unexpectedly ; the littlo gorge in safety, and made our way up so well read in the statsitics of the tender pas different occasions for purloin'
‘ Dear Tom,’ said she. in the gentlest, laugh as still as a dead man’s. I took deliberate aim
the pretty creatures from their perch, the dull
at his head and fired. I saw him stagger back, so Jack deolared himself quite delighted sprang the bank, and whea we were once more on the sion, as you have shown yourself?’ I accom Soutby’s wood-yard. Nothing
blue plumes shot suddenly into snow-white, ter-wearied voice, • do forgive me, but really 1
.pt- ‘o his gun, and fought like a hero.
1faithful ground the hoy sank down upon his panied the question with a malicious stare a t ach to keep your virtue sweet.
and upon the next moment two ol the others
Frcm the Pennsylvania Inquirer.
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Sad Case of E xposure.—On Wednesday night
R E L IG IO U S I N T E L L I G E N C E .
We regret to learn, through a friend who
ONE W EEK
L E G IS L A T IV E .
Tbe two gieat rivers, Danube and Orinoco) of last week, a widow with half a dozen chil
received tbe intelligence by telegraph, that
L .A T E K F R O M E U R O P E .
dren,
who were brought from Clinton to take
the one in tbe old world, the other in the newW
aterville College.—The Zion's Advocate
J ades O. L. F oster, Esq., of this city, died in
SENATE.
seem about to be opened to commerce. The tbe cars for Gardiner, romained all night on the
Boston. Jan. 14.
mentions a proposed effort to increase the funds
Danube is, next to the Volga, the largest river open piazza of the A. & K. Railroad! Start
New York on Tuesday last. Mr. Foster had
T h u r s d a y E v e n in g , J a n . 1 7 ,1 8 5 0 .
W ednesday, Jan . 9.
of
this
institution. Measures will be taken a t
The steamship A tlantic arrived at N. York
of Europe, traversing 3 course of 1700 miles, not, ye mothers, and men w ith human hearts—
been in declining health for some months, af
i early day towards this result. The disign
Prayer by the Chaplain,
vesterday a t 6 P. M ., with London dates to
which is 200 miles longer than that of the Ohio, it is true ! I t is also true that, they did not die
is to raise $60,000 in installments, one-third to
Ou motion of Mr. Junkios,
Rev. Mr. Kalloch’s Lecture
fected by a disease of apparently a pulmonary
1st ult.
and about half the length of the Mississippi. —but shivered, and wept, and suffered, and lived
Ordered, That a message be sent to the House
The advices contain no new features of impor be payable in six months from the time of sub
I t flows .from west to east, and empties into the through that bitter cold night. B ut how did
The lecture of Mr. Kalloch before the Lit nature ; and he went out to New York a few proposing a convention at half past 10, A. M.,
scribing ; one-third when the subscription shall
tance.
Black Sea. For the last 200 miles it is naviga it happen, and who is to blame 1 A man from erary Association last Thursday evening, was Seeks ago, designing to spend the winter there,
this day, in the Representatives’ Hall, for the
Negotiations for peace had made but little pro have reached the sum of $40,000 ; the remain
ble for vessels drawing from 15 to 20 feet depth Clinton, named Priest, had been hired to bring
ing third when the subscription shall have
with
the
hope
that
a
milder
climate
would
have
purpose
of
electing
a
Secretary
of
State
for
the
gress.
very
fully
attended.
Beethoven
U
all
was
en
them to W aterville; and having done so and
of water
*
current political year. A message was subse
Prince Esterhazy had reached St. Petersburg reached the sum of S60.000: provided th at it
In the propsitions for peace which it has been taken his pay, he left them to take care of them tirely filled a t an early hour, by as good a lec a favorable effect upon his health. But the quently received from the House, signifying the
shall be brought up to that sum within two
with
the
ultimatum
of
the
Western
Powers,
but
confidently said are likely to be accepted by the selves. They were poor even to beggary, and ture audience as we ever saw in Rockland.— best of care and skill, it appears, could not concurrence of th at bydy in the proposition.
years from the next annual commencement,
a reply had not been received.
hostile powers, the opening of the Danube to after the depot was closed for the night, and
save
him.
Numerous
friends
will
mourn
his
At h alf past ten the Senate went into con
I t is reported that Prussia and Saxony, as well (Aug. 14, 1846.)
the ships of all nations is particularly specified. the men having care of it had left, they weut Nor did we ever seo an audience apparently
It is intended that as soon as the sum of 360,vention.
as
Austria
would
urge
the
Czar
to
accept
the
loss,
aud
most
deeply
of
all
a
devoted
wifo
who
A t present the country on each bank offers but to the door and waited till i t should open. They more interested in a lecture. Something good
000, clear of all expenses, shall have been paid
HOUSE.
terms offered.
few surplus commodities to attract commerce, were the wife and children of a drunken father was evidently expected from Mr. Kalloch,, and has our waimest sympathies in this hour of
into
the treasury of the college, from the avuils
I
t
is
rumored
th
at
Denmark
would
probably
Prayer read by the Chaplain, Rev. W. E. Arbut its capacity, which a few years would devel and husband, who died by the side of the road from the marked attention which was given the her affliction.
of said subscription, from that time, room-rent
join the Western Alliance.
mitage.
op, is very great. Its soil is fertile, and its cli —and by the side of a jug—a year or two ago ;
in
college
shall be remitted to all worthy candi
There
is
no
news
of
importance
from
the
seat
On motion of M r. Talbot of Lubec, the Sec
mate favorable to the production of wheat and and in their poverty and degradation they knew speaker throughout the delivery of a lecture of
dates for the Christian ministry, who shall desire
S f Do you smoke? I f so you prefer good retary of Stato was directed to deposit with the , 0 ,,'Aar
corn. IVe have lately had an opportunity ol not w hat else to do. Nobody saw them but the an hour’s length, no one went away disap
the
same
;
and 311X10 shall annually be appro
The over-land India mail, with dates from
conversing with a friend who in the last summer watchmen; and they, from some misjudgment pointed. Wo cannot conceive how the subject cigars—an article, however, not to be found Messenger five, copies of the Revised Statutes
priated from the fuods of the college, which
descended the Danube in an Austrian steamer, of circumstances which they must explain for
every day. But if you will step into Palmer's, and subseque nt public laws for the use of the - U °nS Uopg to Nov. 15th and Calcutta to the may be drawn upon for maintaining, in connec
30th. had arrived at Trieste.
and saw with amazement the wretched condi themselves, failed to get their hearts warm could have been better treated. It abounded and call for the “ Conchas” or “ JJe Plus Ul House,
A despatch from Paris states that the Cham tion with the institution, a course of theological
Messages were interchanged between the two
tion of the peasantry, combined with such evi enough to extend warmth to the shivering moth in fine thoughts, expressed in elegant language,
lectures. These lectures to be free to all who
tras,”
he
will
hand
you
out
a
little
the
best
ar
Houses, fo r a Convention to elect a Secretary of ber of Stock Brokers has decided that the new
dences of the fertility of the soil and capabili er and children. God forbid that we should while the numerous illustrations of the prop
Russian loan shall not bo quoted in Paris wish to attend them.
ties of the country. The dwellings are of the insinuate that they knew how sadly those little osition, drawn from a great variety of sources, ticle you have smoked for the season—we guess. State.
Other means of improvement are also spoken
Bourse.
CONVENTION.
meanest description, and many of the inhab ones needed their aid. That that was a terrible
J u s t try the thiug, and if tho article don’t suit,
Advices from Constantinople to the 17th ult of in connection with toe movement.—Age.
itan ts dwell in caves and holes of the earth, and night to those children of poverty, is a plainer and displaying an extensive and careful general we’ll “ pay,”
Mussrii. Butler, Hodgdon and Blaisdell, of the state 00 mercliantme 1 had been wrecked off the
reading, were ir. every instance applicable to
It is proposed to post large placards all over
wear the skins of animals for clothing. The case.
Senate, aud Coffin of Harrington. Wedgewood Salina mouth, and that 200 lives were lost.
While in at Palm er’s, just look at his stock
As morning approached their cries awoke the subject, and of themselves often highly in
the city of London, containing passages from
river is navigable for nearly its whole length,
of Corn ish, Archer of Fort Fairfield, and Hun
It is reported that a French Frigate was
of jewelry, fancy geode, &c., &c, a good assort ter of F.eadfield, of the House, were appointed
but the stupid Austrian and Turkish restrictions those who warmed and fed them ; and when teresting.
the Bible, printed in the largest characters, so
wrecked, no date offthe Spanish coast, and that
obstruct the use of it. For instance, it is divi their condition was known, some of the bigas to arrest attention. Each placard to con
ment of which he “ keeps constantly on^hand,” a Comvaittee to receive, sort and count the votes all hands were lost.
The speaker's theme was, “ Strength devel
ded into five districts, occasioned by political hearted men employed by the road—God bless
tain only one verse, and sometime only one sen
for S ecretary of State, and reported th at the
and
which
he
almost
gives
away,
his
prices
nre
tence, and to be renewed us frequently as the
separations, thus embarrassing commerce by them !—raised a liberal purse and some warm oped by Antagonism.” as seen in some of the
whole n umber of votes was
1C8
the necessity of conforming to the revenue laws clothing, and sent them on their way, the S. <fc illustrations of Nature, of Providence, and of so low.
funds obtained will permit.
Ncces sary to a choice,
88
LATER FROM CALIFORNIA.
and restrictions of as many differentand jealous K. Railroad passing them free to Gardiner.—
Caleb, R. Ayer had
108
Life. Mr. K. dwelt at largo upon the many
N ew York 14th.
governments. The following are named as a- Waterville Mail, 10th.
^■Rem em ber the Fair and Pic-nie to he held
Aide n Jackson,
00
The Empire city from Aspinwall with Califor
American F ire-A rm Machinery for Great
opposing, oppressing and irritating forces of by the Ladies of the Universalist Society at Bee
mong the resources of Wallachia, one of the
Mr. Ayer was declared elected, and the con
nia
mail)
of
20th
Dec,
and
3200,000 in gold Britain.—Heretofore the manufacture of army
provinces through which the Danube flows:
P rinting in the W oods.— We are doing what society, nnd showed their tendency to develop thoven H all this evening. It will he a decidedly vention separated.
dust,
arrived
to
day
a
t
1
o’clock,
connecting
at
small
tire-arms in England has lieen carried on
Wheat, 1,250,000 quarters (a quarter is eight
perhaps has never been done in the United those mental resources and moral energies
without any Government system, hut learning
the Isthmus with the Sonora.
pleasant time, and fully attended we presume.
bushels) ; 2.500,000 sheep, which produce ex
SENATE.
States before—we are printing the Wisconsin which they are designed to belittle and destroy.
The
steamer
Golden
Age
left
Panama
on
the
of
the
superior modes of constructing army
cellent wool, some or it very fine, and 500,000 Mirror in the woods !—not a dwelling, except
T hursday, Jan . 10.
10th inst with the Empire City’s outward pas muskets and rifles, Uncle John has shown good
hare skins, are annually exported. There is
& F T. B. Peterson, publisher, 102 Chestnut
our own. within half a mile of us, and only one Illustrations from nature were aptly cited. The
P
ray
er
by
the
Chaplain,
Rev.
W.
A.
P.
Dil
sense
in
adopting our system. About two years
sengers.
plenty of timber, hut ir rots in the forests. In
Street, P h ila., has sent us a new Christmas a’,d lingham .
The ship Stingray has gone to pieces, her car ago, a commission of British officers and me
Moldavia there is abundance of rock salt, and within a mile ! The forest oaks bang over our strongest trees of our woods are developed by
office nnd dwelling, the deer and rabbits shy storms. The more they are beaten by the tem - New Year’s story, by Charles Dickens, enti tied
Mr. I larnes, from the Committee on the J u  go is strewed along the bench, with the excep chanics were sent out to inspect our armories,
saltpetre is also produced in great quantity. A tirouod us, and the partridges and quails seek
g reat number of horses, cattle and sheep are our acquaintance by venturing nearer and near- pest the stronger they grasp tho earth. Some “ The Holly-Tree Inn,” We have not read diciary, reported a hill repealing chapter 188 of tion of one lighter load, worth from $70 to 80,- and make the necessary arrangements and con
fed on the rich meadows. Our authorities close ■r our doors. The noble Wisconsin is bearing pale Bieklv things, like some slab-sided and the story, hut the author of the Pickwi ck P a Public Laws, approved March 17, 1855, Tegu- 000, which was got out previous to the storm tracts for American machinery. They had free
lating th e suffrages of naturalized citizens , also, of Saturday. The schr Rio Grande, from Vu, acesss to our establshmenls, and as we learn
by saying ; “ If the navigation were free, the
pers never writes what is not worth reading, from same Committee, a bill repealing chapter went ashore on Saturday, near the Stingray.— from the Springfield Republican, they engaged
inward its immense burdens of ice, majestically
introduction of steamboats would make com and silently, within sight of our windows ; and slab souled men are easily killed. But the true
and
we
date
say
the
story
before
us
is
-a
eharai
170 of th e Public Laws, relating to the natura- Crew saved on life boats. The Commercial Ad James M. Burton, chief engineer and mechanic
merce increase with a rapidity equal that of the the snow-capped ltils, covered with scattering champion like the majestic oak, bids defiance
vertiser of this evening has the following edito at the Harper's Feary, Va., armory, to take a
ing one. Price 12 1-2 cents, upon the receiDt ’ lization powers of the courts ot this State.
Mississippi.”
to the tempest and is only strengthened by the „r .„i.:„i.
oaks and piues,peer up in the distance.
..u
'
1 . 1 These hills were severally read twice, rule rial : “ We regret to be assured from a source like position in the new English armory, and
We turn now to the other great river, the
.
GpU 181Gr 110 orb- Will be sen1 . sugpeu ded, and passed to be engrossed,
There is romance and reality in ull this ; and fury of its blast.
that precludes all doubt of the correctne.ss of he is now in th at country. They also ordered
Orinoco. The papers of the last week announ
wo feel almost willing to publish a paper in such
.
HOUSE
the information, that the President lias instr uct- complete, sets of the machinery in use_ at our
Numerous (acts wore drawn from the his by mail, free of postage.
ced th at a number of enterprising persons in a location, ju st for the excitement of the thing.
ed
Buchanna to demand of British Governm e n t' armories. Robbins & Lawrence, of Windsor,
New York had formed a company and procured
i- '
1 On motion of Mr. Fuller of Augusta, the the recall of Mr. Crampton, on the ground of Vt., were employed to build some 100 “ milling
But most of the romance is soon to be spoiled. tory and dealings of Providence, to illustrate
a first rate steamer to run as a regular packet Already several dwellings nre in progress near and substantiate the theme. God’s plan of
i sett re storm w hich commenced here Commit tee on the Judiciary was instructed to inhis participation in the enlistment of men, for machines,” used to cut the gun locks and exe
boat to Venezuela. Venezuela is on the eastern
us, and before many weeks they are to he occu making great aud good men is one of trial.— on Sunday a t about nine o ’c lock and continued I quire in to the expediency of repealing the act of war in the Crimea. In common with a large cute the other iron paits of the gun.
half of the northern coast of South America,
till about the middle of the n frlit followin'' 11855, additional to chapter 170 of the Revised proportion of our intelligent commercial fellow
pied by enterprising neighbors; and, when
The intricate machinery for the manufacture
and includes the thriving ports of Trusillo, P u spring and snmiuer shall come, we expect such Daniel, Job, P aul, aud other eminent Bible
S tatutescitizens, wc have hoped th at the reports to this of the gun stock, was entrusted to the Ames
erto Cabell ) and Caracas, on the Caribbean Sea a clatter of axes and spades, and trowel, saws characters were made to illustrate the subject bringing with p. a foot of snow or more,
I Bill t(i< repeal tho act of 1855, regulating the effect heretofore made public, were rather con Manufacturing Company, of Chicopee. This
and Angostura on the river Orinoco. That and hammers, that we shall hardly bn able to in an exceedingly interesting manner. Every menced at t\ a.shiugton in the afternoon of Sat- suffrage of naturalized citizens, reported by the
jectures than well established facts ; receiving has ju st been completed and dispatched to Eng
great river, with its peculiarities, is what we write our editorials, without introducing more
urday, reaching New York about nine o ’clock Committee on the Judiciary, was received from the more general credence, because of their land. I t consists of three different machines,
are about to speak of. It was first made known or less of the confusion. The fact is, we ex- grating file of oppression and sorrow th at had
P. M., Po’.-tland about 5 o ’clock Sunday tnoru- the Senate passed to he engrossed, and was read probability. “ We are constrained to abandon 3 of which are duplicates. Oramel Clarke, one
to our forefathers by the expidition of Sir Wal- j poet a large village—yea, a city—to grow up rasped the fibres of their hearts, only made
twice, and after an animated deDate was passed I that hope, and to give full credit to the state- of the best workmen in the stock department of
riving at Bangor at about 10 o’clock i to be engrossed.
ter Raleigh in search of the famous empire ol I rapidly around u s ; and that is why we
are them reflect a brighter glory. Providence same dr.y.
! ment which some of our contemporaries some the armory, has been employed to go to Europe,
Eldorado, which some fables of the Spaniards \ here—printing in the woods!—- IV
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isconsin
Miraod take charge of tho machinery and its oper
- days ago very confidently set forth.
through a myriad of voices thus taught us
had led him io suppose was situated on its banks ! ror. Jan. 1.
• I t v .-js a severe storm, though not very cold.
The following items are taken from San F ran  ation.
Messrs
Robinson,
Farley
and
Kezar
of
the
to
Raleigh, we all know, was one of thus-' g a lla n t!
___________________
The new Government armory of England is
W e received no mails from the west til AV ednes Semite, Cochran of_AV aldoborough, lu ttle o) cisco papers:
“ Esteem sorrow whose emiUoy,
seamen whe adorned the age of Queen Eliza...
,
“ From the mines, the only news we have is located a t Enfield Lock, nine miles north of
Canaan. Johnson of Bluehill, and Deering of
Is lo develop not destroy.
day morning.
betlt, helped her subdue the Spanish Armada, i ' Vn,EX T0 " EA,! lxDIA RvBBERS.-We have
1Hampden, were appointed a committee to re the activity, occasioned by the rains. Mirers London. I t is intended to employ 800 opera
Far betler than u barren joy.’’
aud illustrated her reign with maritime discov ' no,uccd ‘*>at manv persons in our city wear ind.a
Bz" We are indebted to Dr. J . M errill, our
ceive, so rt, and count the votes for a State are leaving the river leads and directing their tives, and turn out 500 muskets daily. A con
eries, and by commencing the system of coloni-! rubber overshoes in cold dry weather, to keep
The last half of the lecture was devoted to
Representative a t Augusta, for a copy of the Treasurer, 'l'liey reported as follows :
efforts to getting out the gold frdfn tho dirt col tract for 25,000 rifles is now being filled a t
zation to which the republic of the United State.- Stbeir ,leet "?lr,n.1- 4bls 18 an luJurl°us and evil illustrations drawn from history, science, poetry,
lected during the dry season. The excitement Windsor, V t., and Hartford, Conn., for the
Animal Report of the Superintendent of Com
Whole number of votes,
173
owes its origin. It was in his first expedition of i Prac4'ca- India rubber shoes are very coin for taproduced by the discovery of gold in immense British Government.
and
from
almost
every
department
of
action
and
Necessary to a choice,
87
this kind that he landed on Roanoke Island and | »bIe i,!ld valuable for covering the feet during
mon Schools.
quantities in Table Mountain is unabated.
------------------—|
, ____ahnnld never he ■class of men- 'I’lte great bulk of men who have
Ioae.c
Reed
had
115
Queen uTlEn'glaud.mdling'^tM'n'iw'bonor^Vir- worn on ’any other occasion; their sole use ' astonished the world b y th e ir genius, or laid it
From the Great Salt Lake our dates are to
Joseph A. Sanborn hud
58
T he New Guano Island.—We understand
O ” “ Tho Schoolfellow; a Monthly' Maga
tho 31st of October. The news, with the ex
ginia. Ten y e n s later he sailed from Plymouth i 8 l0u d •» 4” kecJ? ° ut water,'
-v sho" 'd under contribution to their nobleness, have had
ception of some Indian murders, and a battle that the gentlemen interested in the newly dis
HOUSE.
(Eng.) with five vessels, and arrived* off the therefore be p u t ofl whenever the n earer en ere moie reason to thank their enemies than their zine for boys and girls.” January No.
with the Indians a t Elk Hollow, in which 120 covered guano Island in the Pacific, and who
Dix and Edwards of New Ycrk publish this
m outh of the Orinoco in March, 1595. After a a house aud be worn as little as possible beweak ” said Rosseau
F riday, Jan . 11.
dispatched the ship “ Corea” therefor last Au
thorough search for a practicable entrance, he I caU8e
aro a,r. 4,Kh t’ and b o tb “
and re' ™
S'
* ' ‘] S b° rn WCak’ 8a,d ™
11’ excellent little work, which ought to be in every i p etiti ons to increase capital stock of Merch- were killed, is of little importance.
A man named Jacob Wilue was lost in a snow gust, received advices by the last Pacific mail,
gave up all hopes of passing in any large vessel. straln 4be prcsptrat.on of the feet. The air
ill treatment lias made me strong. Ill tre a t- lamily where there are “ boys and g irls.” I t ants Bank in Portland, capital stock of Portstorm in El Dorado county, a few days since.— that their second expedition, under command of
and resolved to go with the boats. He took cannot be. excluded from them, or from any mCn t puts the iron into- great souls. Antag.jCapt Edward W. Turner, sailed from San Fran
lie was found frozen to death.
with himself in his largest boat sixty men ; 1°.fcier P?r ? on.0 1
* Tt nism arouses all their slumbering fires. Rover contains capital stories aud numerous illustra land ^Gas Company Mind of American an • a
lowelJ were referred,
The Sacramento Valley Railroad has been cisco on the 2d ult.
ten&ichbOat Camed tWeDtj’ a “d tW° otters i^nuropfofon’th a tn o h a b itto n d sm o re to g o o d ses become the very stepping stones to victory • tions on wood. Tho pries is only 1U cent,
Ti o bearer of dispatches directing Commo
The Committee on Judiciary were instructed completed eighteen miles of the twenty-two
dore Mervine to order one of the Pacific squad
to enquire into the expediency of allowing par which are intended to he laid at present.
'T h e Orinoco, a t ucarly forty leagues from the | h_ea,4b _tb™ clea" f? et a“d °-ea" dry„8t? ckinS.3’ Thus most great men spring from poverty and number. New is the best time to subscribe.
ron
under his command to to the Island, to pro
ties of record in civil actions to he examined as
Gas lias bean introduced into Sacramento
sea. forms like the Nile "a kind uPfan,'strew ed ' a° as to aV?w tbe lreB Ptespiration of the netlitect the interests of the Company, had arrived
OF" Rev. Mr. Kalloek read the lecture d e -! w itnesses; and also of repealing the act ol City.
humble life ; as the gold comes out the brightover with a multitude of islands, which divide i t : er extremities.
it
San
Francisco ; that the Commodore took a
I t is said that a mine of epsom salts has been
! est from the hottest furnace. The best legacy livered before our citizens on Thursday Evening, March, 1855, “ for the further protection of
into numerous branches and channels, and force '
---------------------------lively interest in the enterprise : and was mak
°ersonai Liberty.”
■
discovered in Santa Cruz county.’
it- to discharge itself through this labyrinth into ! T he L ate Storm.—The Traveller of yesterday a father can leave his son in order co fit him to a crowded house on Friday Evening, at Thorn
ing arrangements to dispatch a vessel a t the
The second reading of resolve presented by Mr.
the sea, by an infinity of mouths, occupying an ' has the following incidents in regard to the late for usefulness and perhaps for greatness is a aston,
earliest moment.
A torse in rt gard to the admission o.' Kansas was j
D a m a g e by the Storm
extent of more than sixty leagues. “ The Indi-! storm ;
Captain Turner informed the Company that
76,
1
P
eterson
’
s
L
adies
’
M
agazine
for
February
assignee
foi
the
30th
of
January.
Yeas
ans who inhabit these islands,” says Raleigh,
“ Persons who arrived last night from Ply- sound Englis'n education, a good example, aud
N ew York, Jan 14.—The hoarding houses they might expect him back to Sun Francisco
is received. It is a beautiful number, filled up ,
y on o|- tho Governor-S Message re . ' a t Long Branch, N. J , have been injured con- *,y the last of March, with news that they were
** in the summer have houses upon the ground,! mouth state that the quantity of snow in that an honest poverty.
as in other places; in the winter they dwell u p - , direction is much grater than in this vicinity.—
with lino engravings, fashion p.lates, prose sto- - |a t;n„ [Q th„ Manufacture and sale o f Intoxicate j siderably; many of tbe country seats arc un- teady to load ships at the Islands, and advised
on the trees, where they build very artificial In one tdace near Kinp-ton, the telegraph wire, j
them to secure all the tunnage bound to the
ries, and poetry. I t may be had at Palmer's ing Liqu, v s was referred to the Committee on ! roofed and otherwise damaged by the storm.
------ . ■
, ■ • m , one place near
the telegraph wire, |
Tho Coming Campaign.
t.ra-ra and
on-l villages. For l—_
.. iving-ton,
” of- posts
towns
between -May
and- Sep-!
extending on the
top
of the u su al' q ;ie presidential campaign is fast approachPacific which would bo discharged, and ready
the Judic, ary.
|
-----and a t Spear's Bookstore.
tember
the rJror
river rises thirty
tomlinr f.lin
.
- •
, two feet under snow, | .__,
..........
r
to sail from such ports, any time after that
A bill fo r repealing an act of 1855 annulling
Boston, Jan 14.
date.
the Natnra ’izatiun powers of our S tate Courts
The storm of Saturday night and Sunday was
C it ie s .—.The
The voyage from San Francisco, Australia
. . wealthr , was received from the Senate passed to be en- very severe on the coast. Ship Irene of New
great ,;uniiiiereial poiois of
, .
1
..,_r.U] r . t; tr>Oni8.!lin” ' F“r i c ’, £ rThe rdlew a s suspended and the bill having York, Williams, from Liverpool Dec. 1st, for and other Pacific ports, to the United States,
is represented to be more than a month shorter
Boston, with a general cargo consigned to Enoch
,i" ,in
u, had three sever U readings passed to be engross- Train, & Co., struck on Winthrop Bar yester- via new guano island than via Chincba Islands.
I succeeding ages, nut later accounts prove slowly working up towards Middleboro
I ,,
..
.i,.
,,
,
.
tins country is ovvneu oy the citizens oi ixew
.............. .....
_
.
.V. Y. Journal o f Commerce.
„ . '’ro
' ' o n k h t- But the wires are aJready :
ana BCston. Boston, alone in its corporate ed ’? c0"curren &»day morning, when her masts were cut away
th a t it was true Humboldt says “ the naviga-j On tho Bristol and Providence Ra
Railroad, forty pulling, and am ong the politicians if not among limits owns one -twentieth o f the property
property i f this
Nl“®pstit.one « embracing 5o0 names for a | au(J ,a3t evening she came aslior on Point Shirley
tor, proceeding along the channels of the delta j hours were occupied in clearing the
new County of 1 Unox. Referred.
F rozen to D eath.—Moses Carney, a resident
j teach. She is head on and lias about six feet
of the Orinoco at night, sees with surprise the
TC0P '9- tbe contest has already comrneuced. entire Union, beiDg an amount equal to the
A locom otive on Monday !
of the Hurley woods, Ulster county, was found
' of water in her hold. The crew are ull safe.
summit of the palin trees illuminated by frer? In
«l,nll have all
nil the
,l,„ the ca
......1
se tm
wo shall
udi1 wealth of any three of th e New Englang States,
_ are the habitations
--------------j
n
--1 . sixm month
morning,
in tryingsomciset.
to force The
through
a ,i.:‘
drift,
v i—
on
the 29th u lt., in the woods, frozen to death,
A
large
schooner
is
ashore
on
Shag
Rock,
quent fires. These
of- the , a,,,iiimg
turned
a complete
engineer
-and- - dates
the, field, probably, and shall be in the except Massachusetts. In this city is found the
C O N G E
E S S IO N A L .
bably, and shall he
I near the outer light, witli the sea making a com lie lost his way, homeward, in the snow storm
teuaraous, which are suspended from the trees. ' fireman escaped by jumping oil"
”
I richest com munity, per capita, of any in tbu ;
plete breach over her. No assistance could he of that night, and was found not far from his
These tribes hang up mats in the air, which they
________________ into tho snow .. midst of '.In j warmest campaign since the d ays United States. The next city in point of w ealth ,:
W ashington, Jan . 14.
rendered and all the crew undoubtedly peris bed I residence.
fill with earth, and kindle on a layer of m oist1
,,
c
,
j of “ Tirjpe-,anoe
- - .j t ™
uuu
ij*cv lul,i
mien n.ir
and Tyler
too,” when
li. ird according to its population, is Providence, R. A man from Rocky Hill. Somerset County,
clay the fire necessary for their household
U isease among H orses.—& m e weeks since a , cider v.vas the popular drink, and log cabins all I., which city is one of the richest in the Uniou, | S enate.—The Se na to met and adjourned to
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States, driven here by persecution. A t Mernel, !
marching against St. Jago. The edict of the
AVas hington, Tuesday,
L>- ' Grenada was coming up the lower bay lust emperor discontinuing the cutting of mahogany
” | the question whether in violation of compacts in Prussia, the Ba ptists are receiving large ac
j night in charge of a pilot, she went ashore to
cessions, notwithst. lading the intolerance which
Three votes w ere had for Speaker, lhe first the Westward of H art Banks, where she now- was strictly enforced. There was no sickness
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stood ;
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And we shall have, it is altogether probable, Joseph A. Sanborn,. Esq., Commissioner of tho
H ar risburg, Jan . 14.—Ex-Governor Bigler 4th inst.. that a large number of hogs and sev
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P ortland, Jan . 17.
We the undersigned having used Nuttings Patent Ex
On Thursday Evening, Jan. 24th.
- A T By the arrival of the America a t Halifax, panding Sash would say that for a window fixture, it ex
ceeds every other of which we have Been or heard. It is
A general att endance is desired.
B e e t lio v e n H a ll,
ICth inst., we hare still later news from Eu far superior to weights aud pullies for convenience, tight
Per Order,
ness, cheapness and durability.
COMMITTEE OF ARRANGEMENTS.
rope. Nothing important of an official char WM. FLINT, JR .,
On Thursday Evening, the 17th inst,
' OLIVER ROBINSON,
Rockland, J a n. 16, 1856,
2w3
WM. MEDCaLF,
B. a. LOWELL,
acter, in reference to peace negotiations, but a
growing impression that negotiations would not
terminate satisfactorily, Russia accepts the
point relative to the Neutralization of the Black
Sea, but the interpretation th a t Russia puts
upon it, the Allies consider inadmissible. Noth
ing new from the Crimea.
Washington, J an . 17.
Nothing important. No Speaker. The de
bates yesteraday tended to depress the Banks
stock.
STILL, L A T E R FR OM E l'R O P E .

N ew York, Jan. 15. The steamship Ericsson
arrived here this evening, having left Huvre
Dec. 30. She brings 27 passengers and Paris
papers to the 27th ult., which are later than
those received by the Atlantic.
Galignaui's says: “ In spite of the efforts
making for the re-establishment of peace, the
Piedmontese Government is preparing addition
al forces for a new campaign. The Minister of
W ar is said to have given orders for a corps of
ten thousand men to be got ready without
delay.”
The Syndicate of the Agent de Charge, Paris,
had decided th a t the new Russian loan should
never be quoted on the Paris Bourse, and the
agents are forbdden to engage in any way in
negotiating these securities.
Constantinople dates of the 17th state that
the storm continues. Four merchant vessels
had been wrecked nt the mouth of the Danube.
Several English gun-boats were still cruizing in
the Sea of Azof, destroying the Russian fisher
ies.
The retrograde movement of Omar Pasha on
Redout Kale is confirmed.
There had been a quarrel at Kertch between
the Anglo-Ottoman troops and the Turks, but
it was put down.
In the Paris Bourse on the 28tb, a sudden
rally took place on a report that a truce of
three months had been agreed upon.

JAMES OVERLOOK,
J . D. BARNARD.
The right to use and the fixtures for the above, for Rock
land, Thomaston, South Thomaston aud ftt. George, can
be had of

ALONZO PERKINS,
of Thomaston for 3 7 1 -2 c e n ts per window.
Thomaston March 23,1855.

PENDLETON

Illy

& HOW ES,

Agsnts for Rockland.

iT e l i g h ¥ ’ s
© JP A K rilg lS J W S S I & L I L o
A sure article to
make t h e h a i r g r o jw o n b a l d heads ,

Give a Soft Gloss to the H air,— Prevent its
Falling Off and arrest its Premature
Decay

FOR T H E

T O IL E T ,

It is highly recommended foi its fragrance,
Prepared by J. C. WADLEIGH, Druggist,
No. I Appleton Block. Lawrence, Mass.
For sale in Rockland by C. P. FESSENDEN. Special
Agent.
6m31

W . G. S A R G E N T ,

.

P R IC E

notice.

'P H E A nnual Convocation of King Solomon’s
3ZT Tickets, 50 cents each, may be had at E . R. Spear’
A Rpyal Arch Chapter will be held on
Bookstore.
Rockland, Jau. 10, 1855.

T h u rsd a y th e 2 4 th day o f J a n u a r y ,
at half-past six P. fcl.
Royal Arch Maso:ns, Member s of the Chapter will gov
ern themselves accordingly.
Per Order
A meeting of the petitioners for a Council of Royal ’and
Select Masons will tie held at 1 o’cloak P . M., the same
day.
Rockland. Jan. 15, 1856.
2w3

2w2

C O M M IS S IO N O F F IC E .
E . A . M A N S F IE L D ,
YI7TSHES to give notice to the public th a t he
’ ’

BEAN STABLER & BROTHER.

M erch a n t T ailors.

—AND —

REDUCED

S t o r e .

INGRAHAM & BUTLER,

TH E CA SH SY STEM A D O P T E D .

T H E B O STO N T R A V E L L E R ,

has taken u ROOM in

SEMI-WEEKLY,
W ill also be supplied to clubs as follows.Single copy,
Five copies,
Ten copies,

HAY,
WOOD,
COAL and
POWDER.

P OOD SCHR. BOLIVER, 92 tons, well found
VI in Sails and Rigging, Chains, Anchors, &c. Will be

All orders attended to with promptness aud despatch.
Rockland, Jan 8, 1855.
2tf

sold low if applied for immediately. For particulars ap
ply to
J. ROBINSON.
Rockland, Jan. 15, 1856.
3tf

House
Sale.

For Sale.

the corner of Elm and Union Streets,
V with Furnace anti Qua. For terms enquire of

WM. G. SARGENT.
Rockland, Jan. 8, 1855.
2tf
Pennsylvania, 72 tons, carries six hundred barrels
lime. Has a trunk on deck, is white Oak built, in good
Rockland, June 22,1855.
22tf
order and well found in Sails, Anchors, Boats <fcc.
She will be sold at a bargain for CASH. Apply to
T H I T may certify th at I have this day. in conR. W . ARMSTRONG.
4- sideration of one dollar paid to me by my son LINDEN
Camden, Jan. 15tb, 1856.
JAMES I'ARKER, given him his time for the future peri
od of his minority—and I do hereby declare him as free as
if he was twenty-one years of age, that 1 will claim none
of his earnings or any properly .that he may acquire for
In this city, 15th inst., by Rev. J. O. Skinner, Mr. Rich
D Y a young Lady of good education, a situ- his own benefit.
ard B. Hilinuu to Mies Julia A. Spear, both of Rockland.
J ames Parker .
In this city, by M. W. Farwell, Esq., Mr. John Libby, to 44 alion as companion and assistant to the lady of some
St. George, Jnly 8,1855.
3w2
genteel family (of literary tastes preferred.) No wages
Miss Sarah Jones, both of Brooks.
In Warren, 13lh inst., by Rev. C. II. Wheeler, Mr Niven required *, would wish lobe received as a member o f the
family. Address Miss S. J. C. Belfast, Me.
3lf
Mehan to Miss Lucy J. Annis, both of Warren.
LINCOLN
.COUNTY
In this city, 9th inst., by llcruion Stevens, Esq., Oapt. II.
Foot, of Phipsburg, to Miss Nancy F. Hosmer, of Camden.
In Montville, 13th ult., by David Norton, Esq., Joseph S.
Palmer of Montville, to Elmira Cooper of Morrill.
In Lincolnville, Jan. 12, by II. A. Lamb, Esq. Mr. Joseph
T O
W . Eaines of Appleton, to Miss Mary E. Kidder of L.
'T H E subscribers, grateful for past favors beg
4- leave to inform the public that they have commenced
the year with a much larger stock than betore, end they
no£
offer their goods at the very lowest cash prices.
rp iI E Subscriber offers his entire Stock of

NO. 3

Two copies,
d uw
(formerly occupied by N. S. Leeman,)
Five copies,
6 00
Ten copies
*
10 00
FRONT STREET. NORTH END.
with one copy extra to the person getting up the Club.
and are now prepared to sell at the lowest CASH price
Twenty-five copies,
20 00
Payment to be made in advance, and the papers will be
W H O L E S A L E or R E T A IL ,
seut to one address, and discontinued at the expiration of
the time for which payment is received.
all articles in their line of business. They have s full sup
ply of

PA LM ER ’S BLO CK ,

Sale.

F or

UT E l ' W

Corn, Flonr and General Provision
Q -r o o o r y

for thepurpo.e of selling

F or

E i :E3
TRAVELLER,

XX7OULD announce to the public th at they
The Publishers of the Traveller have decided to fur ’ • have takea STO RE
at half-piist 6 o’clock. Numerous useful and omamenta
articles will be offered for sale. A (table will be spread nish their paper hereafter to Clubs at the following rates
N o . 2 G r e g o r y ’s B u i l d i n g ,
Single copy,
82 00
with refreshments free for all.

y ^ I L L pay CASH, and the highest price for NTOW lying a t Camden Harbor, the good Sch.
BOUNTY LAND W A R R A N T S.

AMERICAN

Spofford

CORN.
FLOUR,
MEAL,
BEEF,
PORK,
LARD,
CHEESE,
BUTTER,
DRY FISH and MACKEREL,

§3 00.
12 50
20 00

Stimulated by the flattering countenance and general
approbation of the reading community through which their
journal has so extensively circulated, the Publishers of the
American T raveller have determined to withhold no
efforts, which pecuniary and industrial means can supply,
not only to deserve the high estimation which their past
labors have achieved, but to merit a more exalted appre
ciation and a still wider patronage, such as shall leave the
American T raveller without a rival among its contem
poraries. The liberality with which a discriminating pub
lic have heretofore responded to their enterprise, justifies
lha assurance oo the part of the proprietors, that an in
crease cf their endeavors to edify and entertain the roading community will meet with a commensurate iucrease
of tae already extensive circulation of the T raveler .
Our abundant means for ontaining

BLOCK.
XX7OULD call the attention of their triend«

VV and the public generally to their place of buiineu,
and examine the well selected Stock of

G O O D S ,

together with a good stock oi

COMMON G R O C E R Y Si, R E T A IL GOODS

well adapted for the present season: consisting of
all of which were selected with care, and will be sold «
such prices as shall secure for us a share of the patronage FRENCH, GERMAN AND ENG
of CASH purchasers.
LISH. BROADCLOTHS, DOESKIN3
As we intend to make this a permanent business we
shall be governed by the motto
AND CA381MERES,
tlio
a
large variety ol
“ QUICK SALES AND SMALL PROFITS.”
Rockland. Dec. 7, 1855.
, 7ll
V E 8 T I N G 8 ,

Freedom Jl’otice.

NEW S
in plain and fancy VELVETS, plain and fancy
K0GKLAND CITY BOOK STORE.
include the receipt of journals from abroad and the whole
S A T IN S A N D G U A N ID IN E S ,
of our own wide-spread country ; the unlimited use of the
J
,
W
A
K
E
F
I
E
L
D
,
and a variety of others not mentioned here, which they
inagnectic telegraph,^through the various lines which cen
tre in the Counting Room of our Office ; the communica
will make to order, in STYLE and WORKMANSHIP, and
NO. 3 K im b a ll B lock ,
tions of intelligent and faithful correspondents at every
sell for Caah, at s ueh prices as to defy the competition
of any of the same craft.
material foreign or domestic point; and an experienced
complete assortment of
corps of reporters for every passing event of interest of a
Also a large quantity of
more local description. Unsparing efforts wilt always be
made to reap the fullest advantages of these means, and to
BOOKS
AND
STATIONERY,
READY-MADE CLOTHING,
augment them as circumstances shall require.
THE LITE.IARY DEPARTMENT
AT WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,
of our own manufacture, of excellent quality and work
manship which we will sell at extremely low prices.
of the T raveller , which has received the steady com cheap as can be purchased at any other establishment.
mendation of its readers, and the public generally, for its
careful and impartial notices and reviews of new books,
Gentlemen’s Furnishing Goods,
such as may afford the leader a reliable and useful guide to
in great variety.
the merits of the publications of our teeming book press. 'J ’lIE Co-partnership of
The
subscribers would say that as their success in busi
THE MISCELLALEOUS DEPARTMENT
ness since their removal to their present loca’ion, has far
LOWELL, THACHER 4 FOSTER,
embraces an original or carefully selected tale, with origi
surpassed their most sanguine hopes or expectations, that
nal contributions from able writers on scientific topics,
they will still continue to' apply themselves with the same
As Attorneys and Counsellors al Law,
from which our readers may derive improvement in the
unwearied diligence and punctuality, which has hitherto
mind ouJ the affections.
is dissolved by mutual consent. Tli? business of the firm characterized them in the business.
PIANO FORTES, MELODEONS, VIOLINS,
Rockland, Nov. 23. IS55.
45tf
will
be
continued
at
the
old
stand,
by
Thacher
Foster.
THE COMMERCIAL INTERESTS
L A D IE S ’ DR E SS F U R S,
HENRY C. LOWELL,
FLUTES, GUITARS, and MUSICAL
In addition to the regular prices current, reviews of the
at COST, in order to make room for n e w G oo <1m«
PETER THACHER,
market
and
shipping
interest,
weekly
reports
are
given
of
INSTRUMENTS
T. A. WENTWORTH,
JAMES Q. L. FOSTER,
the
... rpioduce
------- markets generally, and of
i,,„ merchandise
------l<j the
Rockland, Dec. 6, 1855,
3ju4S
No. 2, Spofford Block.
of all kinds, together with Sheet Music, Violin, Guitar and the cattle markets, made up by
— *— — experienced reporter
Rockland, January 15, 1856.
3if
Violencello strings, Rosin, Bridges, and ayervthing that is expressly for the T raveller
,
usually found in Music Stores
Agents supplied on reasopuble terms.
The Picture department is now very extensive, consist
ing of more than one thousand pictures worth from 12 1 2
THE DAILY EVENING TRAVELLER
Attorneys and Counsellors a t Law,
UST RECHYEO, at
cents to §5,00 each ; uud frames of all sorts and sizes will
made to order.
Is published at Six Dollars a year, in advance, and sold at
O F F IC E . NO. 2 K IM B A L L B L O C K ,
.adies and Gentlemen are respectfully invited to call and Two Cents a copy. This pioneer two cent paper maintains
EPHRAIM nALL’8,
examine our goods, whether they wish to purchase or not. its ascendency, and with its three daily editions, has an un
Spear Block.
Sheet music aud pictures at wholesale as well as retail. surpassed circulation—giving it superior advantages as an MAIN STREET................................... ROCfcLAXn, ME
Hovklanii, Nov. 23, 1855.
45tf
Music bound at short notice, and those who pur- advertising medium.
Tf OR good custom made Boots, Shoes and Rub- j Sheet
Tufliciunt1
P etf.r T hacker,
J ames
L. F oster .
olHtne can have it bound gratis.
K E N N E D Y ’S
4- bers, of every descridiion. very cheap for CASH, call
J ohn
Rockland,
Dec.
6,
1855;
48tf
.t
W O R T H IN G T O N , F L A N D E R S
CO.,
J , T. W a ipple , j
KING A- WHIPPLE.
T . A. W ENTW ORTH’S,
PUBLISHERS,
Rockland, Jan. 7, 1856.
No. 2 Spcfford Block.
miscellaneous and New Books.
3ral
Traveller Buildings, State street, BOSTON.
Roeklanri, Jan. 14, 1856.
3tf

Wanted.

A R are

S A V E

Chance

Notice.

M U S IC D E P O T .

M O N T E Y .

In this city, Dec. 19, Seth D., son of Frances P mid
Wealthy T. Eastman, aged 2 years.
This lovely bud so young and fair,
Called hence by early doom ;
Just came to show hoxv’sxveet a flower,
D ecline in TitE P rice of P ork and F lour.
In paradise could bloom.
A Cincinati correspondent of the Traveller
In New York, 15th inst., J ames O. L. Foster, Esq., At
writes that bogs, which at the commencement torney at Law, of the firm of Foster <se Thatcher, of this
aged 37 years.
of the season sold at
per hundred, have de city,
At Thomaston, Dec. 22, Miss E lvira F. S leb Peb , of
clined to §5 25, at which price sales have been this city, aged 36 years and 7 months.
In
Union,
16th ult, Hannah, relict of Royal Grinnel, aged
made. Flour is plenty at $7 per barrel.
95 years 8 months.
In Machiasport, 20th ult., Elisha Tobey, formerly of
Sandwich, Mass., aged 88 yrs.
In Bangor, 1st inst., Samuel B. Jackson, aged 35 years.
R eported Seizure of an American S uir.— In
Port au Prince Nov. 22, Capt. J ackson Ames, aged
A correspondent of the Plymouth (Eug.) Jour 39 years, 10 months and 23 days.
It will be gratifying to the many attached friends of the
nal, whose letter is dated Faro, Sound, Dec. 4,
deceased to know that by letters recently received from
states that the American ship Robert PatteD has the Consignee, and also from the wife o f the American MisB R Y A N T ’S
been seized by the Swedish authorities at Stock- j sionaiy, tiiiuevery <-are mm
nestonni uun
anti attention was bestowed
L IN C O L N A G R IC U L T U R A L
holtn, and found to have bales of cotton filled \ ,!im during liis sickness, and that the remains received all
.
- could prompt.
AND
with revolvers on board. There are said to be From the following extracts “J1
’1 »ymp»ihy
pr.
from the letter of Mrs. Judd,
W IN T E R A R R A N G E M E N T
three other vessels similarly laden at Copenha- '*
it will 1be - ~ that he “ died in faith and sleeps in Jesus.”
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
,tne I visited him he appeared calm and when
gen, waiting for the departure of the English ,
assurance I felt that 1 should meet him soon
T EAVES Rockland for Portland and Boston
squadron.
‘ - Heaven, he smiled very sweetly and pressed my hand and KfOTICE is hereby given that the A n n u el; D every Monday' at n o’clock, a . m., per
thankfully assured me that he hoped so.
JX Meeting of the Lincoln Agricultural and HorticuituS T E A M E R K E N N E B JB C .
lie spoke of you and his little children with great tender- j ral society will be holden at
I that he co
R eturns Friday at 12 M.
W I L L E T ’S H O T E L ,
<1 to assure you of his undy
Office, at the Store of Pierce <fc Kaler.
to his version of the fourth commandment..— ing affection and that you would meet him in Heaven.”
j at Waldoboro’, on WEDNESDAY, the 30th inst., at 9
Rockland, Jan. 9, 1856.
o ’clock A. M.. to act upon the following business:
“ Six days shalt thou labor and do all thou’rt
And though the mandate had gone forth and he must die ;
1st. To hear the Reports of the Board of Trustees in re
sills; the seventh, holy stone the decks and yet 1 feel that God heard our prayers for his soul which en
abled him to await his death with such calm confidence.— lation to the late Annual Fair, of the Clerk, Collector and
scrape the cable.”
My husband according to his desire performed the funeral
2d. To choose all necessary officers for the ensuing year.
services for him in our little Chapel-room, which was more
3d. Te transact any other business that may properly
than ordinarily soleinu aud interesting.”
eoine before the meeting. A punctual attendance of the
members is requested.
ALBERT SMITH,
R ep o rt o f C ity I n te r m e n ts
UENJAMIN F. BUXTON,
Corrected w ectly for tbe Gazette by G, J . BURNS, G m
I I7 IL L commence a course oi 24 IessoDs in
Recording Clerk
A list showing the No. of interments in the city of Rock
Inspector.
VV Vocal Music al the
Warren, January 14,1856.
2w3
land for the lust four months commencing Sept. 1st 1855,
Lime 75 <2) 78 cts. per cask, iVood at 3 00
($3.50 oer and ending Jau. 1st 1856.
cord Casks at 21 (a) 23 cts.
— ---------------------------------------------- !
SCH O O L H O U SE ,
September,
21
October,
)2
I ^ O t iC e .
J |iear |jie Methodist Church, on
November,
5
December,
8
YTCTIIEREAS Seth O’Brien has petitioned the i
Thursday EVENING, J anuary j , 1856.
J JP E C IA L N O T IC E S
th e L ^ o b S ^
'*<—
e of music are
Total.
46
As per report of
ISAAC GREGORY,
late of FRANCIS W. RHOADES, late of Rockland in »n'neu to-attend.
City Undertaker.
the County of Lincoln, deceased,, we|hereby notify said TERMS."-Ln<li<*s §1,OO. G en tlem en $l»oO.
O
’Prien,
aud« ..11
all others who •have not »brought
in their
n in
-:
»Rockland, Jau. 1, 1856.
3wl
claims against said Estate, that a further time of two
months from the seventh day of January. IS56 is allowed
M
A
R
I
N
E
J
O
U
I
t
N
A
L
J. W ? RICKER,
for them to bring in and prove such claims ns have not
F It O M
been presented. And for that purpose we will be in ses
sion on Tuesday oi each week at the Market Store o/
L IT T L E T O E -C O R N S G R O W .”
J A I TCT
E3
PORT 0P20CKLANDS^LAS KALLOCH «fc CO., oh Main Street up to the time
specified forthat purpose.
But then.' is a remedy, and it is to be found in
l!EKRY”S BLOCK, MAIN S T B E pf,
J . ' l ' m >VEJIOY\D’ J CommiMlonen.

KT E l - W

W IN T E R

TH A C H E R & FO ST E R ,

GOODS,

Boots, Shoes

H . TJ OS 3 3 E3 VL S

THE GREATEST GF THE AGE.

A MY LEE,

A

The Age of Fable.
TUTR. KENNEDY, of Roxbury, has discovered
IV-L in one of our common pasture weeds, a remedy that
Passages in the History of a Wasted Life.
The pridges or Love tu a Cottage.
CC'HOONER Amanda, 7 years old, 70 tons ;
cures EVERY KIND OF HUMOR, from the worst S c ro r
Our
Pustor,
or
Reminiscences
of
Rev.
Edward
Payson
ula down to a common Pimple. lie has tried it in over
built Hl Essex, Mass , entire White Oak, Copper fasten
Incidents in the early History of New England.
eleven hundred cases, and never failed except in two. He
ed, New Sails ami Good Chains, Anchors,Jantl in first rale
Our folks at home.
has now in his possession over two hundred certificates of
order, has a trunk Cabin ; carries 550 casks of Litne under
Napoleon and his Army, by
•»° valuc, all within twenty miles of Boston.
deck, aud is u fast sailer. For turther particulars inquire
48
J . WAKEFIELD
Two bottles are warranted to cure a nursing sore
mouth.
JOHN CARVER,
Blank Cooks.
One to three bottles will cure the worst kind of pimple*
nrJQH ?; F. G1LKKY', of Lincolnville.
3wl
i the face.
?ULI. and half bound—Ledgers, Journals, Record Books
Two or three bottles will clear the system of ,ei.
. o f all sizes and qualities. In that article I can give °
Two bottles are warranted to cure the won* canker In
good bargain, and warrant the stock. F or sale by
the
mouth aud stomach.
.|8
J. WAKEFIELD.
Three
to five bottles are warranted to cure the worst
“ ENCIL WlNDOW^HADETand a new kind of win
\se of erysipelas.
dow Fixing. For sale by
One to two bottles aie warranted to cure all humor in
the eyes.
48
J. WAKEFIELD.
prepared to furnish Sohool Books of all
Two bottles t
kinds at wholesale and retail.
ILVER SPOONS, large and small, made for the under and blotches an re warranted to cure running of the ears
ong the hair,
Rockland, Nov. 22,1855.
4-ltf
signed, and warranted by him to purchasers to be sil
Four t
i bottles axe warranted to cure corrupt aud runver. For sale by
niug ulcers.
48
J . WAKEFIFLD.
THOMAS FRYE,
One bottle will cure scaly eruptions of the skin.
Two (—three bottles xxarrauted to cure the worst case
10LI) 1’FNS‘ in gold caset!, and separate from cases— of ringxvo
T gold pencils, and a large variety of gold jewelry.
Two or three bottles a ; xvarranted to cure the most de*
For sale bv
perate cases nt rhematism.
FFICE No. 4 Kimball Block, over thestore of J . Wake
J. WAKEFIELD.
field Dwelling House on Spring Street, opposite Dyrigo
Three or four bottles are xvarrauted to cure the 9alt
rheum.
wngmeHou^e. ALL ORDERS BY D.AY OR NIGHT,
Riil iu .n.r.-»nH vr,u»J.4 — •
’ ' ’
43 1>
Jnks, Blue, Red and Black.
Five to eight bottles will cure the very worst case of
crofula.
JOB’S ink,
A benefit is alxvaj
ced from the first bottle,
Maynard «fc Noyes’ Ink
mil
a perfect eure i
fiwlien the above quantity u
A. PARKER,
Rideout’s Ink, in bottles varying from 1 oz to 1 quar
taken.
For sale bv
Nothing
looks
so
to
those who have in vain
48
J . WAKEFIELD
tried all the wondofiirVnjlMmies of the day, as that
B E R R Y ’S W H A R F ,
common weed, grdw fflRfwhe pastures, and along old.
stone xvalls, should cure every humor in the system; yet it
(Rear of Custom House Block ;
lVTiSS S. LIZZIE PITCIIEK, wilt commence is now a fixed fact. If you haven humor it has to start. •*
ROCKLAND, ME,
There are no ifs nor ands about it, suiting some cases, but
TV4. a class in W r it in g , on
"««t yours. He has peddled over a thousand bottles of it
T\UCK , Trimmings, Boit Rope and Twine conMonday £veningt Dec. 2^tht 1855,
the vicinity of Boslou, and knows the effects of it In
4 / constantly on hand or furnished*at short notice.
every case. It has already done some of the greatest cures
in the SCHOOL HOUSE, near N. A. Farwell’s.
ever done in Massachusetts. He gave it to children a year
— ALSO—
Tuition, fur 12 lessons ineluding books, fifty cents.
H Q C K L A > D , M E.
to old people of sixty; and has seen poor, punny look
Auckland, Dec. 21,1855.
2w49
Bunting of all kinds, Colors and Flags of every
children.xvhose flesh was soft and flabby, restored to a
tion. Tents, Awnings, &c., made to order in
style.
perfect state of health by one bottle.
House, S ig n and Ship P a in tin g , G raining, Ordets in the above line will be promptly attended to.
To those who are subject to sick headache, one bottle
Rockland, Nov. 14,1655.
6m44
will always cure it. It gives great relief in catarrh and
G lazing, G ilding and Paper H an g in g ,
T H E subscribers have on hand and and for lizziness. Some xvho have taken it have been costive for
■ears, and have been regulated by it. Where the body to
executed in the best style.
4. Sale at their yard, opposite the
ioubd, it xvorks quite easy, but where there is any derang
Particular attention paid io Graining, Varnishing, Polishment of the functions ol’ nature, it will cause very singu
GREGORY SLOCK, NORTH END.
in and Enameling.
lar
feelings, but yon* must not be alarmed—they always
’ RocklHitd, Dec. 26, 1855.
50tf
disappear in from four days to a week. There is never a
bad result from it—on the contrary, when that feeling is
pjAVING removed from Beethoven
gone, you willfeel| yourself like a nexv person, I heard
of extra quality at the lowest rates for CASH.
some of the most extravagant encomiums of it that ever
-----listened to.
ALSO,—HAY. LUMBER AND BUILDING SaND.
N O . 3 , b F E A iV S B L O C K ,
>change of diet ever necessary. Eat the best you can
O
ffice on the street, opposite N. Leeman’s.
ami ma^e ^arg? additions to his former stock of
;nough of it.
N. SLEEPER i CO.
All orders should be addressed so H. H. HAY, a t the
Rockland, Sept. 26th, 1855.
3m37

For Sale.

E X P R E S S .

U x x io x x
S IN G IN G SCH O O L

Lime Marker.

n E X lC A S CORN SALVE.
“ T a ll

T

W IG C IN S M E X IC A N

A rrived.

CORN SALVE,

January, 11.
Sell Kingfisher, Spalding, BostOl
“ Melbourn, Hunt, Boston.

which js

W A R R A N T E D TO CJ7RE

Sch Isaac Achom, Bucklin, Bath.

or t':e money paid will be refunded.
For salt ot the Drug Store of C. P . FESSENDEN.

Jauuary, 1C.
Sch Suswi l)yan, Drinkxyau-r. Boston
“ Medora.--------, Dix Island.

P R IC E 2 3 CE N T S P E R BO X.
Rockland, Jan. 1, 1856.

January, 12.

Rockland, Jan. 16, 1856.

2m3

HA RNESSES.
A. SY LV ESTER,
Juts opened a

Sailed.

ltf

W. G. FRYE,

•
J

Attorney and Counsellor al Law,

January, 15.
Sch Iliewatha, (new) Simonton, New York.
“ Mary Farnsworth, Sherman, New York.

DOMESTIC PORTS.

H ARN ESS SH OP,
in fro-t of C- S. BROWN’S
ery Stable at the

K

SCHOOL BOOKS.
E, R. SPEA R,

]
P
S

Physician and Surgpon,

C

P

O

S a il- M

a K

o r ,

W riting School,

,

Coal and Wood Yard.

R E M G \ A L .

tO ./L

L . W EEKS,

.U V D

WOOD

Blotlguiait Carr & Co’s.

E X P R E S S

NEW YORK, Jau 14—Ar fciup dojtn Adams, of Boston,
i.OA'W*’
N O R T II E N D
J from Caliao ; brig Abby Watson of Sedgwick, from Pen$aCROCKERY AND GLASS WARE.
ROCKLAND,
i cola; sch Lynchburg, Nelson, Rjo Jauerio ; sells EUen where he will carry on the above business tn’all its hranchB R A N C H O F F I C E IN M A IN E ,
now invites the attention of purchasers to the best assort
L IN C O L N C O U N T Y , M E .
Dver, of Portland, Fitts, Te Remedois ; Dew Drop, ten j es a]jd solicits the patronage of the public generalir.
1 5 A 17 M a r k e t S q u a re P o r ta n il.
ment
of the above goods ever offered in this city, and at
1days from Boston, bound to Philadelphia, short of provis- ,
A. SYLVESTER.
TN PACKAGES of 300 and 500 lbs., for sale
prices
with
which
none
can
successfully
compete.
This is to certify that H H HAY., Druggist, Portland,
0 F F I C E —B E R R Y ’ S B L O C K ,
Rockland, Jan. 16, 1855.
3w3
-I fex
(Dec. 13)
G. L. SNOW.
ALSO—A large assortment of
the duly AU TH O RIZED A G E N T fo r m y Medical
Below—ship Western Continent, Burnham, from Cal-1
Discovery, fo r the S T A T E OF M A IN E , and that he is
£Ult5-,dufing the gale of Saturday had to cut away all her 1
Over the Store o f Wilson
Case.
TABLE CUTLERY; FANCY GOODS,
T EAVES Rockland for Portland and Boston,
supplied with the G E N U IN E direct fro m m y Labor al
masts,
J-J every MONDAY, at 12 o’clock M., by
EJ- Particular attention given to the drawing of I n tory.
DON ALD K E N N E D Y .
PAPLR HANGINGS, &C., &C.
ALLELUJAH and Cythara, by
_
_ | MOBILE*—Cld 3d, scits Ann Ac Susan. Myero, wnj Queer, i
Special Agents, G W PALMER, Rockland; G J ROBIN
g i r u i i ic u t n . and
the C oIIrcting o f Dciunnda. of ,|le Southi wiitvlur, Boston.
J.
WAKEFIELD.
WAR
Rockland,
June
25,1855.
34tf
K
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R Q C K L A N D M A IN E .
•
SON, Thomaston; J II ESTABROOK J r ., Camden; M B
August 17, 1655.
3Itf
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 2d, ships Scotland, Burt, Liven I
HUNT, Rockport.
pool ; Bennington, Edwards, Havana *, Patterson, liill, Mo
R etubn 3—FRIDAYS at 12 o’clock M.
-t- U V bile.
Office, 1st door Noith of Berry’s Block.
PIIA R T S of every description, also Navigators,
Ar 3d, ship Milwaukie, Soule, Liverpool; barque Jacob
E. L. LOVEJOY, A srnt.
S. G . D E N N IS .
ill^ L
Rockland, Dec. 27 1655.
11tf
V Coast Pilots, Nautical Almanacs, Dividers, Scales,
Prentiss, Kelley, Bristol, Eng ; brig Fidelia, Jones, NYork.
Rockiand, Jan 15, 1656.
Log Books, bv
Towed to sea 19th, ships Clarissa Bird : 23d, Lombard ;
ROCKLAND, M E.
barque William.
J. WAKEFIELD.
Towed to sea 26th, ships Janies Wakefield, Sea King;
L . M E R R IL L, P R O P R IE T O R .
27ikj Wizard King ; barque C W Poultney ; 28th, ship
F O R S A L E O F TO L E T ,
Far VVest Mary
, barque
M E Trout ; 29th, ships Sylvanus
2 cts per bushel.
•
a
aOCKLAND
HATH
e.
'v
.rZ
i
jjjaUchard,
Jlak,
O
T
a
GES
Will
leave
r»
o
’Ciock
and
6
1-2
•
----QONSTANTLY on hand aud for sale a t the
b r
.......
.....---C~
-r a ..
Gordo. .. N
ANE-HALF of the Dwelling House and the Rockland, Dec. 26, 1855,
IIS HOUSE is pleasantly situated on Lime
Store on the corner of Main and Zion Streets. The { _
Rock Street, in the immediate vicinity ol the Post and
FOREJGN f o r t g .
tfiS7
GAS WORKS.
Store ia the same recently occupied by CALEB STORER,
Insurance Offices and Banks, in the business part of the
At Gibraltar 14th ult, ships (bias A FarewejJ, Crqtkei and is’weli situated.for a general GROCERY U*J SjNBSft.
Large and extensive additions have been made to the
Immediate possession give oil application to
1(KTII
for WibCa ..e
t Dam.,!
..urd.from
House. The Halls are large and spacious, the Dining
RETURNING—will lea ie BA
1 n>maslonaud
Rockland,
---------- —
"POOLS CAP, Bill, wide and long, Letter Pa-1
PENJAMJN CPABK.
ariscotta, Waldoboro’, W arren,Thomaston
Room
commodious and of the most modern style. The
THOMAS’
X per of all sizes and qttajiti^ Note and Commercial •
Rockland. Jan. 16,1656.
fftf
on the arrival of each train of cars at Bath.
,j for NYork, dug part of cargo of rags, to get ut her leak ;
Parlors
and Draxving Rooms are roomy and newly fumishROBINSON’S,
Paper—Gilt and plain, by
A Stage leaves R o c k la n d every Morning (8undays !
C0™P*®te^’
‘ The Sleeping Apartments are pleasant and convenCHRISTIAN,
48
J. WAKEFIELD.
excepted) at CI-2 o’clock, A. M. for CAMDEN, BELMarseilles 22d.—Adx Man Crocker, and »
In the Nexv Building are eight suits of Rooms neatly
baptist ,
fitted and furnished. The Chikawaukie Water is carried to
FAST any BANGOR.
memorandum ,
Cadiz 15th ult—Cld C A Farewell, Crocker, NOrleans ;
third story, and everything for the comfort of its PatRETURNING—leaves B n u g o r every Morning (Sun- Delfthavcn,
3
J. WAKEK
P O R T L A N D AND B O S T O N .
Lovett, do.
s has been generously done.
.uavs’excepted) at 6 1-2 and arrives a t R o c k la n d about
Ar ut Liverpool 25th ult, Constantine, Macoduck, and
THE CELEBRATED
C on ch es connect with all Steauacra coming to or goXX^RAPPING
PAPER,
Manufactured
by
the
•7 o’clock P. M.
Champlain,
Reed,
N
York
;
26th,
Shelter,
Shedd,
NOrleans
;
g
from the city. It is the General Stage House, as all
J. T. A W. BERRY fc C.O., P rqpkietors .
’ ’ Hampden Co., of the very best quality. Common
27th, Cavalier, Creighton, St John, NB.
stages running from the city make it their Head Quarters.
Rockland Jan, 3,1856/' ‘
ltf
Ar 25th ult, ship Cavalier, Jordan, Eastport 9th.
H orsea Ac C ai-riagca furnished at all hours. Char
E . R. SPEAR.
Entered for loading 21*t ult, Louisa Hatch, M’Loon, for
’s moderate.
s a w
From the South, has arrived, and taken Rooms at
ATWfiLL’S * .................
NOrleans ; Progress, Chase, Mobile ; Surah Park, Pendle
The Proprietor trusts that, by his constant efforts to
"D UTTER AND CHEESE, not in large quan- lease,
ton, l’hiladelphia ; City of New York, Mosesf Boston
old friends xvill still continue their favors, and
H E A L T H R E S T O R E R
N o . 4 , T h o r n d i k e H o te l ,
4 J titles, but in small Packages, and of a superior quality, is newhis
THE \y ELL-KNOWN STEAMER
Nickerson, NOrleans; 24th, St Charles, Conway, do; 26th,
xvill find it a pleasant, social and quiet home, where
47t(
by E. A. SNOW’.
STILL TBIL'MI’HANTI
Frank Piercej Leach, do; 27th, Wilbur Fisk, Burwell, New Where he can be consulted on all diseases incidental to the
their
interests and desires will be attended to, and all things
M AIN S T R E E T , R O C K L A N D , M E .
Orleans; Express, Burdick, and Ottawa, Crawford, Mo-, human family’ from 8 o’clock A. M., to 8 o’clock P. M.
I>ci'4».. •»»»
H ca«yi
Hue to make life joyous and time pass happily.
EW BOX RA ISIN S—Ju st received of a
bile : J A Westervelt, Hoodless ; Excelsior, Hadley, and
Juue 28, 1855.
24
Moaca Fogfc,
—
b Ui*
First Door N orth of F. Cobb & Co.’a Store.
Ashtyurt.on, |2rs<Jisb. N Y ork;-Job:
*' Thayer, Sampson,
CONSULTATION AND ADVICE FREE !
superior quality, and for sale by
John E
D. B. Bridgforo .
N. T insley P ate .
R ESi vr—
—
P oston.; Suiirise, Chandler,
E. A. SNOW.
DR KNAPP, begs to assure his friends and the public
Corner Main and Spring Streets.
tinnekin, London; ,?.at an tjle Medicines
Mei
B E S T M E D IC I N E IN U S E .
prescribed by him are of a purely
W . iij
W eiher, NVdrkj sc)i W m tem byahB bl-A K lcA i character, and he hopp? that to the sick anil
Dec, 6,1855,
47tf
His wife had been for a long lime failing—had been u n -■
■ «w ifh
Off her return); 30th', sch i i'-ftfiArktT
trr
GENERAL COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
TT7'TT T P14 B T ,X’ C H A, ’S-r, Q. C L A R K ,
anil the usual varieiiea o f Marble Work.
dor the doctor’s care about a vear, troubled with LIVER I
all the
COMPLAINT. INDIGESTION, DYSPEPSIA, Ac.
1
FOR T1IE SALE OF
W I L L leave Foster’s South Wharf, Boston lcEMETFR*iP<*.btL’“;en
° ur shop and
”
for Frankfort Via Portland, every T H i l f t s n .v
CLMETERiE» ■«’ this vicinity.
At his earnest solicitation she concluded to try the Health ,
R O C K L A N D L IM E , L U M P A N D CAL
Restorer, it gave immediate relief, and she is now rejoic- i '
delivered and set up without additional
CINED
PLASTER,
HAY, POTATOES,
O
’clock,
P
M.i
leaving
POUT
l
I
n
D
'rv
FR,
X
-EAll
work
deliver
ing in returning health.
expense to the Purchaser.
^ c k i^ t
J 3d, barque Scotland, Sliuckford, Boston’; Beronda, Morton'I
^nlds. Costiveness, Cancerous affec- moratnge, 6 o ’clock, arriving
CEMENT, Ha IR, A c .
cobb a Mather .
C. W . ATWELL, Deering’s Block, Congres Slree ! do; sch A K McKenzie, Driscol, Portland; 4th. barque N Bronchitis, Coughs, .
•“’’ding to Consumption,
DWELLING on Main Street, in the north
Also—
-Attend
to
orders
for
the
purchase of Flour, Wheat,
Rockland,
Dec.
27,1855.
50tf
North Side Market Square, Portland, General Agent for Hinckley, Strout, Liverpool; brig Rio Grande, Cobb Bath ; lions, General Debility, Diseases - n.
side of my brick building. Possession given •ed, Ac.
Erysipelas. Headache, Indigestion, loss o. ...
R eturning —Leaves FRANKFORT for BOSTON, via
Maine
51,1 barque Star, Crockett, Tenerifl ; brigs It M Charlton, Dyspepsia,
S torage .—Merchandise of all descriptions received on
petite. Liver Complaint, Nervous Affections, Piles, Salt PORTLAND, every MONDAY at 6 o’clock, A. M., arriv
immediately.
0 . B. FALES. Storage,
r
I Lilghtbourne, Savannah.
and Insurance effected at the lowest City rates.
C. P. FESSENDEN and J. C. MOODY, Agents forj Ar nt Cardenas 27th ult, barques Union, Hewett, Phila- Rheum, Gravel, Flour Albus, Dysiutery, Lropsy.
ing at Rockland at about 11 o’clock, A. M
Rockland, Nov. 46, 1855.
44tf
-» '•••- large and commodious Warehouses,
D IS E A S E S C F THEy B Y E S ,
Rockland ; and sold bv Druggists and Faucv Goods deal- ' <Jd Ph,iu; E,berlu’ Hifhhorn. Dunkirk; brigs Zoroaster,
o m R o c k la n d to R oN ton?
$ 2 .0 0 rP IiE Annual Meeting of the Proprietors of
er Menerallv
uuu ra u c- OOU8 uea , Drmkwater, Pensacola; 28th, Marshal Dutch, Colcord, Worms, Contracted Sinews. Crump or Convulsion^, C,Ob F A R E --F r jt
C oruer 2 0 th an<l D o c k Sta., R ic h m o n d , V a .
“
P
o
r
tla
n
d
,
1
,0
0
I'ortlaud; 29tb, Frank, Richardson, Wilmington, NC; 31st, stipation; Spinal Complaints, Pain in the Side, Back aud
R eferences in R o. ikland.—Chas. W . Snow, Benj.
River fares as usual. Freight lakeh nf usual fates.
AND
barque Andes. Merryman, Matanzas; brig John Hathaway, Shoulders, Rheumatism, Scrofula of all kiinhn
tchfleld, Edward C. Healey, F. Cobb A Co.
M. \V. FAIl WELL, Agent.
Smith, Havana; sch M Sewall, Loud, Mobile; ‘1th inst,
R eferences in R ichmond, V a.—Stearnes A- Brum
B U R N E T T ’S
Rockland, Dec. 5; 1855.
in Rockland, for the choice of officers and the rnising of
ALL COMPLAINTS PECULIAR TO FEMALES !
barques Indiaua, Young, NYorkij; John Churchill, Treat,
mell,
Eiluionds Davenport & Co., Shields
Somerville.
money for the expenses of the ensuiug year, stands ad
Frankfort; brig K Bingbuui, Corsou, Philadelphia.
and all diseases arising from
Tinsley, Tardy & Co., Chas. T . Wortham dc Co., Raw
journed to
Matanzas, 2d inst—Cld sch Magellan Cloud, Sargent, N
Kennedy’s Medical Discovery.
lings A Miller, John W . Wright d; Co. John H. Claiborne,
IM
P
U
R
IT
Y
O
F
T
H
E
B
L
O
O
D
,
York.
p O R sale by the subscribers, in
Monday Evening, January lAih, i 8 5 0 x
YER’S Cherry Pectoral and Pills, all warPrepared from Fruits of the best quality aud highly con
Ar at Antwerp 29th ult, John Spear, Spear, N Orleans;
JE
F rom J. S. A klini?, L ewiston , Maine .
ranted genuine, by
Sea Lark, Adams, N York; Etiwun, Wicks, Charleston.
M A L L E T ’S B U I L D I N G ,
centrated.
at G o’clock.
b
J , WAKEFIELD.
I have been afflicted, for years, with a Rheumatic Com
In the Roads, Cleared 20tli Mercury, French, New York.
Per order of the Trustees.
FOB FLAVORING
Opposite Congregational Church, MAIN STREET.
MERCHANT’S
EXCHANGE
HOTEL,
plaint. Consumption and Scrofulous, Humor, for which I
Sid 29th, N Boynton, Smalley, N Orleans.
Rockand, Jan. 10th, 1655,
lxv2
Music Books.
Ar at Marseilles 26th ult, Talbott, Burgess, anil Albany, could find no medicine that would cure me, until Dr.
CUSTARDS; PIES, BLANC-MANGE, ICE CREAMS,
Jordan, New York; Archer, Lewis, do; John Gardner. Knapp came to this place. At that time I was sinking
STATE S T B fE T ,....................BOSTON.
Rockland, Dec. 7, 1855.
t
j
UNTIN’S
Piano
Eo“
c
JELLIES, SAUCES, dec., dec.
very rapidly, many of my friends having givan up all hopes l l Burtini.
Pendleton, Penang.
‘k
*
Arrordeon. F orsaleby
of my recovery, when I called Dr. Knapp to see me—at
These Extracts are not only true to their names, but are
Flute, File, Violin, and Accorueon. w aR E F IE L D .
ON T H E EU R O PE A N SYSTEM .
J. L. GIOFRAY’S,
this time it took two men to lift uifi off my bed, he said he
DISASTERS.
prepared from fruits of the best quality, and are so highly
•18
AT A
Rooms per day, 50 cents.
xvould cure me for fifteen dollars. My j/ain ’^ as acute and
eoncentrated that a comparatively small quantity only
Lodging per night, 37 1-2 cents.
Brig Sarnlt E l)ix, (of Rockland) Cables, from Santo Cruz my joints swollen badly. Dr. K. relieved me jatm t^audy. rrREA TISE on marine a naval arch itec need be used. Hence it will be perceived that they are
KT
Rooms per week, from $1,50, $2,00 to $3,00.
MANUFACTURED FROM
for Nuevitas, in ballast, is reported to be ashore about 40 1 xvas under his treatment two months, during which'time 1 TURE, Gf theory and practice blended in Ship BuildI
cheaper than others which are sold in larger bottles.
I was gaining rapidly ; and I would say to all the sick and ng, by Griffith. For rnue by
ITZ A first class Restaurant is attached. This is the most
O ’ The attention of C <or n fe c tio n e r s, ______
H o t e l miles, from Nuevitas, previous to 17th ult. Capt C was
A
LOT
O
F
LA
N
D
48
J- WAKEFIELD.
R O O T S AND H E R B S
K e e p e r s , and Fa ilicZ "'"is'respectfully invited to j Ncuvitas 17lli ult for assistance, and thought if the weather afflicted who may reud -his, that Dr. Kuupp raised me up,
convenient Hotel in Boston, for the man of business, being
continued favorable she might be got off. The Sarah E Dix to the astonishment of my friends, and 1 am as well as
the ahovs named Extr____
the great centre of business.
CITUATED in Rockland, on Grove St. Said F ou n d o n ly in th e ISL A N D o f SIC IL Y . in Boston,
They have all the freshness and flavor of the delicate is 262 tuns, one year old.
Nov.2lst, 1955.
3ra46___
lotis 100 feet square, in the centre of the city, and a
fruits from xvhieli they are prepared, and are less expen Sell Lydia Brooks, (of Belfast) Havener, from Virginia cases that have battled the skfil qf physicians, far and 1
18 assGrlinent
teas nt low prices.
___ __
'T H IS is to certify, that we the undersigned
pleasant building spot.
sive.
E. A. SNOW.
for Newburyport, went ashore night of 9tli, on a ledge
47lf
For infoiinntioii inquire of ENOCH DAVIS at J . C. I have used MR. GIOFRAY’S Samaritan Salve, and
P. FESSENDEN, Special J called the Brown Cow. Cape Small Point. Crew saved,
For sale in Rockland by
have lound it to prove effectual in every case that we h*ve TH E subsbribfir having purchased the entire
MOODY’S Store or of the subscriber at Thomaston.
,
J. S. AJLtNG.
Agent.
with nothing hut what they stood in and all more
6ni31
used it. Therefore we deem it justice to make the virtue
C. H. PAINE.
MAIIY AltLING,
1 Stock of Goods of G. L. A E. A. SNOW, and taken
frost bitten. The vessel lies about half a mile from the
oj this great and invaluable remedy known to the public. the Store lately ocoupied by them, is prepared to offer to
Thomaston, Jun. 7, 1855.
2tf
ANN AH PITMAN.
shore, on her beams ends, in abi ten fathoms water.
MiiMKaaoit Salve
DISEASES.
the public a well selected stock of goods cheap for CASH.
LONG BRANCH, New Jersey, January 14th41856. The
Lewiston, Me., July 39lii, 1555.
Should be kept on the shelf, ready for use. Let Families following vessels are ashore on the Jersey Coast—A brig on
E. A. SNOW.
Burns,
Fresh Cuts,
, .,
keep it, let the Mechanic keep it, let the Merchant keep it, the south side of Sqnani Inlet, a sell about two miles north To All whom it mak C osclbs .
Rockland, Nov. 22, 2355.
46tf
Scalds,
Sore Nipples,
Mv daughter baa for year, been efflicleo witli a con-1
let every one keep it ! ! It costs but a trifle; and may alle of the inlet, named the Emboy, Capt Collins, from Jamaica,
Ringworms,
Fever Sore,
viate much suffering. All orders should be addressed to with a cargo of fruit, coffee and rum, crew all saved. A sumutive cough, and various female complaints, together AJO IV is the time to subsci’ioe for Magazines IJDIE second term ofN . F. LEEMAN’S
ROBERT RANKIN,
EDWIN R. MILLAR.
Suit
Rheum,
Eruptions
on
tne
Head,
ilh
Scrofuioue
Humor.
Conauinpjjon
having
b
e
c
o
m
e
.^
,
for
the
year.
■
:
coming
j
the Proprietor, J . P. SULLIV a N, 120 W’ashington Street, bark ashore on the south of Wreck Pond, named D S Good
Scaid Head,
W R IT IN G S C H O O L ,
R A N K IN & M IL L A R .
seated on her Lungs, xve all supposed that she must die ol
Piles permanent! /cured when
ell, Capt, E G Herriman, from Rio Janerio, in ballast, crew that afflictive disease. We tried various ntedteiufis, but
Old Sorea,
properly applied.
HARPER, GODEY, AND PETERSON.
saved. The pilot boat Phantom is ashore to the south of to no purpose. About five months ago, Dr. II. K. Knapp,
will commence on
COMMISSION MERCHANTS.
REFERENCES*
Wreck Pond. One sch ashore atfDeal, named Samuel P came to Lewiston. We soon read his notice and thought
' .1. T. Berry
Mrs. H. II. Burpee,
and Gentlemen xyishing to subscribe are request
—AND—
Lord, with a cargo of wheat and corn from South Carolina, best to try his skill and medicine. She commenced taking edLa.die?
120 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.
M o n d a y , J a n u a r y 8 th . 1855.
Wm. Berry
Mrs. D M Mitchell.
to send in tlieir names as soon as possibje.
DINSMORE A- SON, General Agents, Skowhegan crew saved. One brig on Sandy Hook, off the Highlands, his medicines and soon found relief. She was under |Dr.
I Jeremiah Berry Esq.,
S H IP
B R O K E R S
Terms of subscription. Harper, 2,40; Gqdey, 3,00;
Miss A Adams,
cargo of hides; also one brig near the Hook sunk.
at his rooms in Custom House Block.
N. C. Woodard Esq,,
K ’s treatment three months, and is now well and en Peterson, 2,00.
Ezra
Whitney,
S T E A M S H IP A G E N T S , 1 C .,
Mr. Mardell, agent of the underwriters, started this morn
good health, and xve feel it our duty to say to the
All tho^e desirous‘of acquiring a graceful and rapid hand Daniel Coxvan,
Dr J W Trussel.
ing with a large crew of men and his wrecking apparatus joying
IlIC
H
M
O X D , VA.
j H. H. Burpee,
public that Dr. Knapp has been x-ery successful treatment
45tf
are invited to attend.
for Sanly Hook.
of the many cases which he has had under his care in
P R IC E , 2 5 Cent* per BO X. A liberal discount
Consignments of Eastern Produce,
$1,00
T erm s— Plain Writing,
Bark John Stroud, Capt Stetson, of N York, from New Lewiston ; and recommend Dr. Kuapp to the 1sick and
D r . CURTIS’
1,50 I made to dealers.
Ornniuental,
Orleans, with flour, wheat, beef, Ac, went ashore at Rock afflicted xvho may be so fortunute as to meet hint,
HAY, LUM BER, LIM E, BRICKS, Ac..
3,00 t Sold at Wholesale and retail by the proprietor J L GIOFPencil Draxving,
away and has gone to pieces. Crew all saved.
IN H A L IN G V A PO R
F all bizes and prices. Fine (vrapping Twine
KELPHINO POLLARP,
w }RA^ , No. 1, Custom House Block, Inp stairs,] Rock’
4,00
Crayon Painting,
Brig Fanny O’Field (of Prospect,) Kenney, from N York
.and.
SARAH POLLARD,
«
J. w akrfield .
„
D r . J ohns, one of the most celebrated Physicians in 4th inst, for Cayenne, returned to the former port 14th inst,
Idly
Everything but lights furnished. No. discount (or ab- 1M®,“e
F.
A.
STEVEN
tf.
*
Ahm—
B
or
sale
by
Druggists
geneially,
New York writes as follows;
having encountered a heavy gale, and three hours on her
Rockland, Dec. 21, 1855.
D r . C urtis —Dear i ir:—Having witnessed the excel beam ends, cut away foremast, and had her decks swept
JjjyO O D EN WARE.—A complete assortment sence.
Lewiston , July 28th, 1855.
f
3\vl
Rockland, Jan 3, 1856.
L U T H E R L IB B Y ,
■19tf
lent effeots of your H vgeana or I nhaling H yggan Va and cargo damaged.
of all kiuils, fur sale by
To ALL WHOM IT MAY CONCERN.
por and C herry S yrup, in cuse < a Chronic Bronchitix,
E. A.S&OW.
47tf
Sch Northern Light, ashore at Scituate, will be a total
Thie may certify that 1 have been afflicted with a se
and being much in favor of a counter irritation in affec loss. The logwood is being discharged in a damaged state. vere Cough, Inflamation aud bleeding at the Lungf, I tried
Dictionaries,
tions of the throat, bronchicul tubes and lungs, I can there
Sch Rio Grande, from Virginia, went ashore in the gale of different physicians aud many kinds of medicines, b y tp j T \R Y A PPLES.—A very superior article of,
’p u F fore cheerfully recommend your Medicated Apparatus, as 13th inst, on Fire Island, near the spot where the ship no avail. The noted Dr. II. K. Knapp arrived in town,
AND
u to .iic e d b ry A p p ie .fo r/a le b y £
' W EEE? E«
being the most convenient and effectual mode of applying Stingray struck. The crew were saved in life boats.
and
I
applied
to
him
for
help,
and
in
live
weeks
from
the
. oubscribcr has ju st received
anything of the kind 1 have ever seen. No doubt thous
University Edition,
time
I
began
to
take
his
medicine
I
xvas
restored
to
perfect
ands of persons may be relieved, and many cured, by using
Schoo).
For
safe
by
To Mariners..—The
from heranchor- health. Threfore I would recoiumeud Dr. Knapp to all
your remedies
T W O THOUSAND YARDS;
. . . . . Light
..
..Ship draged
.
EEF,— Western and Vermont Moss, aqu J?u|xvho have diseased Lungs. I am sute he will meet with
You are at libertv to use this in any wav you may think '
Minot’s Ixdge during the gale of Sunday, aud y
Respectfully yours,
L receive consignments of LIME and
tpn Market Family, a good article, for sale by
•vakefield .
”Respectfully,
) terday al 1 P M was at anchor off the mouth of Cohasset success.
properyours, Ac.,
W O O L C A R P E T I N G S ,, ! Y’ V’ ILwill
JO£IAILBURLE1GH.
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give particular attention to the selling of the
C. JOHNS. M .D..
Lewriton, August 1st, 1855.
<L
'
same.
Any
peraou having Lime to sell, he solicits their
No. 609 Houston Street, New York
. and Instrum ents,
n new and beautiful PATTERNS. Also nexv styles O1iL I nntronage, which will be promptly _______
Q O A ai’
attended to,_ and thankDB. KKAFP, would inform tbe public that hia engage- ; n n r i ’F'.’ _'P|lp celebrated old Mocha and
See Advertisement in another column, Headed “ Medi
H arding’s L edge B ell Boat.—Notice is hereby giveir
ha n t la
ema are sueb that he will remain at the Thorndike Ho- / 'O l F L h.— th e ceieurdteu yiu
cated Inhalation.”
that the Bell Boat, near Harding’s Ledge, in Boston Harbor, Snent
~
a
riOT,
Navigator,
Nautical
Almanac,
CLO
TH
C
A
R
PE
TIN
G
S,
which
will
be
sold
at
,
reference, apply
to any maw
merchant
V
va
m
u
t
e
d
s
a
j
e
,bj
.CAUTION.—Dr. Curtis’ Hyguanaii the original and
missing from its station. It will be replaced by u black tel but a few days longer.
tihip
Masters
Assistant,
Log
Books,
Scales,
Dividers
prices
to
corrospond
with
the
times.
&
J
the
City
of
Richmond.
j j j TBRB LIBBY47tf
£Qly genuine article.
2m4* ' Nun Buoy of the 2d class,’as soon as possible.
S A. SNOW.
Rocklnud, Jan* 3, 1855.
C* S lf
E, R. SPEAR.
Rockland, Nov. 28,1855.
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Ground Plaster

Singing Books.

THORNDIKE HOTEL,

E O K B xV M A T H E R ’S,

Stage a n d R ailro ad N otice'

H

Charts.

Coke! Coke!

Goal Tar,

P

Almanacs.

DR. H. K. K N A P P,

O n o

2k. W e e l i .

IW C a rT o le W o r R S ,

K EN N EBEC

MONUMENT’S, GRAVE STONES

N

. B. BRIDGFORD, & CO.

To

Parish Meeting.

Let

A

B L IN D S ,

S U P E R IO R EXTRACTS.

DOOil r ’s

A

TO B E

13

H. G

SO LD

S A J H A R IT A A ' S d L V E ,

A

A Change.

J, A « A Z I N E S F O R

1 8 5 « .

XYvituig Sellout.

Wrapping' Paper.

O
U

B

1

Carpet’-ig s . Carpetings.

S H IP C H A N D L E R ,
Com m ission m erchants,
RICHMOND, VA.

THE

FOUR

B E L O N G IN G S .

Childhood’s dawn, I’m thine !
Here I watch the merry hours
Weave their glowing wreaths of flowers ;
Birds on every bough are singing,
All the air with music ringing,
While the sunbeams flash and quiver
On the eddies of the river.
Ah ! they change ; the songs are done,
Clouds flit sadly o’er the s u n ;
While with mournful step, and slow,
From my childhood’s home I go—
Home no longer mine.
Hold me, Life, I’m thine !
F ar away a sunny vision
Beckons me to fields elysian.
Though some clouds are dropping low,
W ith bright hues they shine and glow ;
When the Summer rain is o’er
Skies are brighter than btfbre.
Ah ! ’tisvain ! sad heart, be still.
There remains one sparkling rill;
Stoop and drink, thou weary heart,
Life and I in peace will part—
Life no longer mine.
Clasp me, Love, I’m thine,
Though all other light depart,
Save this sunshine of the h e a rt;
Yet, while sheltered at thy side,
I am blest,, what’eer betide.
Ah ! tis vain ;. the shadows flow
O’er my heart—thou too must go !
Love, F arew ell! Life’s dream is done !
Mine the shadow, thine the sun,
Till afar from grief and pain,
In the light we meet again—
So forever mine.
Take me, Death, I’m thine,
Only through thy solemn portal,
Can we reach the light immortal,
Where the amaranths unfading ;
Brows of heavenly bloom are shading :
While within thy darkened porch,
With thy dim inverted torch,
Thou dost chant soft holy psalms ;
Still we wait, with folded palms,
Until Time’s last triumph won
Thou shall find thy labors done—
Take me, Death, I’m thine.
From Littell’s Living Age.

D e a th o f R e d J a c k e t.

N

T h o u g h ts to T h in k A b o u t.
I t betokens ns g reat a soul to be capable
of curing a fault, as to be incapable of com
m itting it.
Y our word is your servant, so long as you
retain i t ; but it becomes your m aster when
you suffer it to escape.
G reat cities are S ata n ’s universities.
Effects in nature are never fortuitous.
In private w e'm u st watch our thoughts,
in the family our tempers, in company our
tongues.
W e m ay live by forms, but there is no
doing by forms.
Afflictions are G od’s whetstones— they p u t
a new edge upon old principles.
W e are w hat we a re in private.
O ur principles are the springs o f our ac
tions, our actions the springs of our happi
ness and misery. Too much care, therefore,
cannot be employed in forming our princi
ples.
O ur very m anner is a thing of im portance.
A kind no is often more agreeable th an a
rough yes.
N ever let your tongue go before your
thoughts.
Time is like a verb th a t can only be of
use in the present tense.
Time never sits heavily on us b u t when it
is badly employed.
Time is a gratful friend; use it well, and
it never fails to m ake suitable requital.
Time well employed, gives th a t health and
vigor to the soul which health and retireI w ent afford the body.
Time is like a creditor who allows an am: pie space to make up acounts, but is inexorable
a t last.— N ational M agazine.
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FALL GOODS
D IR E C T F R O M

NEW

YORK

A u c tio n

S a le s .

WILSON & CASE,
NO. 1, B E R R Y ’S BLOCK.

STOVES.

FIRE, FIRE.

'T H E Subscriber having made large addisions

Is your PR O PER TY Insured.

-L to his already large stock of STOVES, is now pre
pared to offer purchasers one of the best selected stock of
Stoves ever offered in this market and would cull the at
tention of purchasers to an examination of his Stock be
fore purchasing elsewhere, my stock being entirely new.
I have no old patterns out of date that 1 wish to sell twen
ty percent less th-ui cost, but purchasers may always be
sure to find all the latest putterrs and improvements at
my Store.
I wish to call particular attention to

T h e G reen M o u n tain S ta te

C O O K IN G

sto v e

.

1 have set up over two hundred of these Stoves the Iasi
year, and have yet to learn of one that has uot given per

H AVE this day received from NEW YORK, feet satisfaction. Cull and examine this stove before pur
lurgd and complete Stock of

F O R E IG N

AND

DRY

chasing elsewhere.

D O M E S T IC

THE SNOW BIRD AIRTIGHT.

G O O DS,

This stove is the only COOKING ST O V E that
has given perfect satisfaction for burning Coal, hundreds
con be given of this Stove in this city.
Direct from AUCTION SALES and the latest IMPOR- ofItestamouials
have all the other latest improvements in Cooking and
T a TIO \S , consisting of every variety of
heating Stoves, Ship Cambooses and Furnaces,

HOUSE AND SHIP PLUMBING,

tuch as all WOOL TIIIBF.TS, BLACK and W H ITE, I
BROWN and l’INK, GREEN and RED, BLUE
j done by experienced workmen and warranted. ’
and ORANGE, MAROON and ROSE.
S.M . VEAZIE.
Also all the trimmings lonintch.
N o. 3 B cellio T cu B lo c k .
Rockland, Nov, 7, 1855 .
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T w o H u n d red ,

’ ^ E W

pieces of beautiful styles COBURGS in nil the rich and
fashinneble shades. Of all prices and descriptions from

~ S f6 C K _

15 ce n ts to o n e d o lla r p e r yard.
OF

One hundred
and desirable

and fifty

pieces of R IC H

BY

D R E S S

S I L K S ,

Which for beauty of finish and texture cannot be equalld
in New England, and they can be sold from 10 to 15 per
cent lower than the same quality of goods can be sold in
the STATE.

2 a is
F O

R

FALL AND W INTER GOODS.

v g a

[ t . B 's y a a

.

»

s m

,

No. 1 Barrett’s Building, opposite Brook Wharf

i ■ ^ " IIE R E may be found a good assortment

a a

c l o a k s

s

D r y

G -o o d L s,

1adapted to the present and approaching season, such as,

A r e y o u I n s u r e d in S afe Com panies?

E. H. COCHRAN'S,

AYER’S

R EM A R K A B LE D ISCOVERY
IN

D

FO RET

f f l B

PLA N TS.

M

F

O

B

.

R . H A L S E Y , (of New York,) has discovered me

dicinal properties in certain plants found growing wild
F O K T I1E R A P I D C U R E O F
in the forests <md fields, from which he has produced Two
Remedies which cure the worst forms of Disease. These C O U G H S, C O L D S , H O A R S E N E S S ,
popular remedies are

Bronchitis, W hooping-Cough, Croup,
A STHM A A ND
C O N S U M P T IO N .

D R . H A L S E Y ’S

Forest W in e and Forest Pills.

This remedy is oflered to the community with the con
fidence we feel in an article which seldom fails to realize
the happiest effects that can be desired. So wide is the
field of its usefulness and so numerous the cause of its
cures, that nlxost every section ol the country abounds in
persons, publicly known, who have been restored from al
arming and even desperate disease of the lungs, by its use.
When once tried its superiority over every other medicine
of its kind is too apparent to escape observation, and where
its virtues are known, the public no longer hesitate what
antidote to employ for the distressing and dangerous affec
tions of the pulmonary organs, which arc inedient to cur
climate.
Nothing has called louder for the earnest enpuiry ofthedieatmen, than the alarming prevalence and fatality of
consumptive com plaints,! or has auy one class of diseases
bad more of their investigation and care. But as yet no
adequate remedy lias been provided, on which the public
ould depend for protection from attacks upon the respiraory organs, until the introduction cf the Cherry PectoralThis article is the product of a long laborious, and I be
lieve successful endeavor, to furnish the community with
such a remedy. Of Ibis last statement the American peo
pie are now themselves prepared to judge, and I appeal
with confidence to their decision. If there is any depen
dence to Le placed in what men of every class and station
certify it has done lor them, if we can trust our owu sen
ses, when we see dangerous affections of the throat and
lungs yield to it, if we can depend on the assurance of in
telligent Physicians, who make it their business to knovy,
in short, if there is any reliance upon anything, then is it
iirefutably proven that this medicine does relieve and dees
cure the class of diseases it is designed for, beyond any
anJ all others that are known to mankind. If this be
true, it cannot be too freely published, nor be too widely
known. The afflicted should know it. A remedy that
cures is priceless to them. Parents should know it, their
children are priceless to them. All should know it, for
health can be priced to no one. Not only should it be cir
culated here, but everywhere, not only in this country but
all countries. How faithfully we have acted on this convic
tion, is shown in the fact that already this article has made
the circle of the globe. The sun never sets on its limits.—
No continent is without it; and but few peoples. Although
not in so general use in other nations as in this, it is em
ployed by the more intelligent in almost all civilized coun
tries) It is extensively employed in both Americas—in
Europe, Asia, Africa, Australia and the far off islands of
the sea. Life is as dear to its possessors there ns here, and
they grasp at a valuable *etnedy with even more avidity
than ourselves. Unlike most preparations of its kind, It
is an expensive conposilion of costly material. Still it is
afforded to the public at a reasonably low price, and what
is of vastly more importance to them, its quality is never
suffered to decline from its original standard of excellence.
Ulcers, Boils, Blotches, Scabbed Head, Ring
W. Godell, President.
A. I. Sawyer, Sec’y. w orm , Erysipelas, Salt Rheum, Sore Eyes, and every Every bottle of this medicine, now manufactured, is as
good as ever has been made heretofore, or as we are capa
kind of lluinor. 1 have never witnessed anything so cer ble of making. No toil or cost is spared, in maintaining it
tain and complete as the Forest remedies in the cure
in the best perfection which it is possible to produce.—
Atlantic Insurance Company,
these complaints. Thevall arise from the common cause Hence the patient who procures genuine Cherry P ector—IMPURE BLOOD. Generally, nothing but the Pills
vl, can rely on having as good an article as has ever been
EXETER, N. II.
requited for the cure of most of these disorders ; but if had by those who test ify to its cures.
M. S aunders, President.
W m. P. Moulton, Sec’y. both Remedies are used, two Boxes of the Pills and two
By pursuing this course 1 have the hope of doing some
or-three bottles of the Wine is warranted to cure the very good in the world, us well as the satisfaction of believing
& " T h c above Companies Insure on the Stock worst cases, and frequently by less than halt the quantity. that much hus been done already.
Two
Boxes
of
the
Pills
hi d as many Bottles of the
PREPARED BY DR J. C. AYER. PRACTICAL AND
Principle.
Wine, is warranted to cure the worst case of Jaundice.
ANALYTICAL CHEMIST, LOWELL, MASS.
Female obstructions, produced from bad colds or weak
Sold
in Rockland by C. P. FESSENDEN and F; G.
constitutions : a few doses of the Forest Wine is war
Thomaston Nut. Fire Insurance Com. lyranted
to cure the most distressing forms of these com COOK ; Camden, H- Estabrook, J r.; Thomaston, O. W .
Iordan; W arrenS B. Wetherbce
Son and by Drug
plaints
;
ami
if
the
wine
be
followed
up
a
tew
weeks,
THOMASTON, ME.
4m42
these derangements will not occur xgaitt. The wine ex gists everywhere.
. E. R obinson, President.
\V. It. K eith , See’y. actly suits the female constitution, and gives strength, vigor
slid blooming health.

F IR E , M ARINE a n d L IF E

T he F orest P il ls ,—There are three things peculiar to
these Pills alone.
1st They neither gripe nor weaken the system. This
IN S U R A N C E A G E N C Y ,
because they contain no Drugs or minerals, but that they
are the pure virtues of Plants which are as wholesome as
SPO FFO RD BLOCK,
the food we eat.
2d. They purge most when the stomach and bowels are
most billious and foul, after this their efficacy enters the
blood, and the pxocess of purifying goes on until all humor
and disease are expelled from the system.
3d. A cure is certain in all cases, for which they are
T I II. COCHRAN, thankful for the liberal recommended, and they curetvithout affecting the bowels
ifela patronage he has heretofore received, in but slightly.
T he Forest W in e . -T he medicinal properties of the
tends for the future to devote his whole time Forest
Wine are different from those ot the Piils, but the
exclusively to the
efficacy of each remedy harmonize together; and in the
cure of some disorders one Remedy is as important to die
other as water and food are for our existence. I have point
INSURANCE BUSINESS,
ed out in the following directions some of the cases which
only the Pills, and other cases which require only
in all its branches, and holdB himself in readi require
the Wine ; also some of the cases which requiie both the
ness to give any information relating to the Wine and the Pills to ensure the cure The combined ac
same, and carefully and promptly tu attend to tion of both Remedies have a more powerful and search
ing efflcacacy, and cure sooner than either remedy alone in
all business entrusted to his cure.
all such cases as 1 have recommended them together.
E. H . C. would call attention to some of the
One purgative dose of the Forest Pills is warranted to
Companies for which he is agent, the same be cure any Bilious disorder, or any complaint arising from
foul stomach or morbid condition of the bowels.
ing near home and known to be periectlv safe
One or two purgative doses will cure Fevers.
One Box of the Pills and a Bottle of the Wine are war
and honorable in the adjustment of their losses.
ranted to break up and cure the most severe Colds, Coughs
anti Pain in the Breast. (I have never tried my remedies
in the most advanced stages of Consumption, and cannot
Holyoke Insurance Company.
arrant them to cure it,) but old and seated Colds, and
oughs, and Pain in the Breast, these remedies cure sooner
SALEM. MASS.
than anything I ever knew or heard of.
One Bottle of the Wine ami a Box of the Pills are war
C a p ita l,
§ 4 0 0 ,0 0 0 .
ranted to cure the Asthma, but some bud cases require
more*
A. Story , President.
J. T. Bubxuau , Sec’y.
The Forest remedies give immediate relief to Dyspepsia
ami indigestion, and one or two Boxes and as many bot
tles are warranted to cure the most severe cases of this
Conway Insurance Company,
distressing complaint.
The efficacy of the Forest Remedies in Rheumatism is
CONWAY, MASS.
very singular; some of the most distressing cases lever
saw have been cured by them in ten or twelve days’ time,
C a p ita l,
2 0 0 ,0 0 0 .
while some other cases, (apparently not so bad,) it took
J. S. W hitney , President.
J, H. Sprague. Sec’y. nearly three months before the complaint yielded to the ef
ficacy of the Remedies. This sometimes may be owing
to a broken-down constitution, but more frequently to
some kind of narcotic drug taken at some former period,
Pentucket Insurance Company,
for I have always noticed it took longer to cure patients
who hail taken mercury and other poisonous drugs.
HAVERHILL, MASS.

.H a in S tre e t, R o c k la n d .

Ten pieces o f m a e k ^ G r e e n ^ B lu e and M a - ,
P rojected E xploration or tue I nterior of
.
Cashmere, Long and Square Shawls, a good assortment
Africa.—The Rev. J , Morris Pease, the devo "i “." j’nf. ft . ® ’rn 10
$10,00 per yard. Also all the „f Scotch aid Bay Slate Long and Squire Shawls; Silk
ted laborer in the cause of colonization, proposes shades of
Velvet and Ladv’i Cloth for Cloaks; and the latest style of
Ladies’ Ready.made Cloaks always on hand
■to make an exploration of the interior of Africa, i F R I N G E S
TO M A T C H
the special object in view being the welfare and 1as we have these fringes made expressly for our trade, we
D R E S S G O O D S.
prosperity of the Republic of Liberia. The en- have no hesitation in saying to our customers that we can
sell
A fine assortment of All Wool, Plain and Plaid Thibets,
terprise lias been set on foot by the subscription
C L O A K T R IM M IN G S ,
Coburgs, Cashmeres, Smyrna and ^Caledonian Clath, De
of §1000 by certain gentlemen a t the South, I
twenty-five per cent cheaper than any other HOUSE in Lains, Alpacas, mohair,&c &c
who areimpressed with the necessity of pushing I in this city.
A largi lot of All Wool and Cotton and*Wool Cashmere
DeLaius, Plain, Plaid and Figured.
ALSO,—
All
shades
of
the civilization of Liberia towards the interior
Mr. Pease proposes that a scientific corps be a t ALL WOOL AND COTTON AND WOOL
3= 2L A
23 S 0 o
tached to the expedition ; th a t it start early in
LADIES CLOTH,
the spring; and that an extent of territory em- [ of nil prices from 75 cents to §3,00 per yard.
Red, Yellow, Grey, White and Figured Wool and Cot
ton
and
Wool,
bracing an area of 500 miles, East, North and ! One hundred pieces
South of Liberia be thoroughly surveyed.
ALPINES.
Bleached and Unbleached
ALPACAS and
C O T T O N
F L A N N E L .
! G re a t F a lls M u tu a l In s u ra n c e C om pany,
MOHAIRS,
N aval R ecruiting.—The Philadelphia Ledger ; some beantiful STYLES nt very low prices.
A
large
lot
of
SOMERSWORTH, N. II.
states that the whole number of men shipped ; F ifty pieces splendid Shades
j I. G’ J ordan, President.
II. Y. H ayes, Sec’y.
& it ig k n t M s a n d P r i n t s .
nt the U. S. Naval rendezvous in that city, in ; ALL WOOL AND COTTON AND WOOL
1855, was 860. The increased pay in the navy,
I F a rm e rs &• M echanics M u tu a l C om pany,
© © 2 3 ^ 7 0 ©
® © © © § .
D E L A I N E S ,
witli three months’ leave of absence, after n very cheap
GORHAM, ME.
cruise, with an honorable discharge, and full
Bleached and Unbleached Sheetings and
I J. H anson, President.
J . P ierce , Sec’y.
pay, and the abolition of corporal punishment,
S
h
irtin
g
s,
T
ickin
g
s,
D
rillin
g
s,
fyc.
fyc.
have made the naval service much sought after,
A large Stock of
Rockingham
Ifiutual
Company,
and gives the government, the choice r f the best CASHMERE LUNG & SQUARE SHAWLS
M
S
»
«
.
men. The Ledger siys there is a want of med of all grades and prices from §3,50 to 35,00.
EXETER, N . II.
ical officers in the navy, and many of the small , A L S O ,— A ll description o f

H e was taken suddenly ill in the Council
House, o f cholera morbus, where he had gone
th a t day, dressed w ith more than ordinary
care, w ith all his gay apparel and ornaments.
W hen he returned, he said to his wife,’ I am
sick; I could not stay till the Coucil had fin
Debility, Emaciation, Night Sweats, and
IN H A L A T IO N
ished. I shall never recover.’ He then took
Weakly State of the Constitution. The Forest Wine is a
FOR TUE CURE OF
off all his rich costume, and laid it carefully
popular remedy for all these complaints, one to three Bot
tles cure the worst cases without the use of the Pills ; but
ASTHMA AND COJJSUIGPTION.
away; reclined him self upon his couch, and
when the complaint is accompanied with some other dis
X
E
W
A
X
D
V E R Y XVOX DERFU L 11
did not rise again till morning, or speak ex
order the Pillsalso will be required
Over a million of Boxes and Bottles have been sold with
cept to answer some slight question. His wife
in the last two years in the United States and Canadas.—
prepared him medicine, which he patiently
Letters and certificates to the amount of many thousands
have been received testify ing to the cures and good effects B ro u g h t hom e to th e door o f th e M illio n .
took, but said, ‘I t will do no good; I shall
of these Remedies.
Mv Forest Wine is in large square bottles, One Dollar
die,' The next day he called her to him, and
per Bottle, or Six Bottles for Five Dollars. Forest Pills A MOST WONDERFUL DISCOVERY has recently
requested her and the little girl he loved so
Twenty live Cents per Box.
Zl. been made by DR. CURTIS, of this city, in the treatGeneral Depot, No. 64 Walker Street, New York.
nent of Consumption, Asthma, and all diseases of the
much to sit beside him, and listen to bis p a r
Agents— C. 1*. FESSENDEN, Rockland ; G. I. ROB Lungs. We refer to D r . C u r tiN 'a H y g r a u .o r In 
ting words.
IN SON, Thomaston.
42ly
h a lin g IIy g ra n V a p o r and C herry S yru p .” —
(
M.
S
anborn
,
President.
W
.
I*.
M
oulton
,
Sec’y
Table Cloths. Napkins ; Darnask for Toweling, Damask
With this new method, Dr. C has restored many afflicted
‘I am going to d ie’,he said: ‘I shall never vessels go to seq without one on board.
L O N G
A ND
S Q UA R E
Covers, Check’d Cambric, Lawns, Muslins, Linen and Cot
to health, as an evidence of which lietiasinnuiiierable
H o p e s p rin g s E x u ltin g from its L’se, ines
ton Shirt Bosoms, and Lady’s Handkerchiefs.
leave the house again alive. I wish to thank
•^rtificates Speaking of the treatment, a physician re
E H. Cochran will also take risks for Phila
marks, “ I* is evident that inhaling—constantly breathing
w h ile D o u b ts fleeing aw ay , g ive place
you for your kindness to me. You h a te loved
hi
agreeable,
healing vapo-—the medicinal properties must
Days of Sailing the 9th and 24th of each Month. which will be sold cheaper than ever before.
delphia Companies and Hartford, Connecticut.
:onie in direct contact with the whole serial cavities ol the
to conviction m o st triu m p h a n t.
me. You have always prepared my food
nags,and thus escape the many and varied changies pro
Rich mid (.'heap Curtain Muslins, Cambric and Muslin \
L i r E IN S U R A N C E ,
and taken care o f my clothes, and been pat
i Be kind enough, Reader, to give your a eution one mo lueed upon them when introduced into the stomach, and
E N G L I S H . S C O T C H A N D A M E R I  sleeves, crtb 'ra
cb,uiisetts, Under- effected in Companies of good standing.
subject to the process of digestion. The Hygenia is for
ient w ith me.
I am sorry I ever treated
ment, and you will leurn What
sale at all the Druggist's throughout the country.—[New
VIA NICARAGUA
CANS PRINTS AND GINGHAMS
’
.
_
—
| N B. All iipplicatinos for insurance will be
yon unkindly I am sorry I left you because
Vork Dutchman of Jan 14
C. A. RICHARDS’
o f all i rices from 5 to 20 cents per yard.
attended
tJ
with
tho
utmost
care
and
prompt
The Inhaler is worn on the breast, under the linen, withS
E
V
E
N
H
U
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D
R
E
D
M
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R
T
E
R
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Black. Grey. Mixed, and White all sizes Ladies’ Hose, :
T h a u by a n y o th e r R o u te !
icieut to evaporate the tin id Hundreds of cases of cures,
th a t is a good religion, and has m ade you
Rockland,
Xov.
7,
1855.
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for
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Children’s Hose and Leggins, Knit Scurfs, Hoods and
ike the following might be named
Bleached and Unbleached Sheeting and Jackets
THROUGH IN ADVANCE OF TUE MAIL.
a better woman, and wish you to persevere
' They have been made and sold 40 \ ears—8 years by tin
One packagepf the Hygeami his cured me of the Asth; present proprietor, and note this great truth; he has fact* it na of six years standing.
* J F Keesberry ,
THIS line of Steamships, for speed shirtings in great abundance.
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showing
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cure
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helpea
P M. of Duncannon, Pa.
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ger for your sake. I meant to build you a
' thousands, yea thousands o f cases o f
I am cured of the Asthma o f ten years’ standing by Dr.
ftssed. Passengers will be promptly
Curtis’s Hygcaua
Margaret E aston,
__________ onveyed over the Nicaragua Transit -r*. ,
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n •
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Fancy Buttons witliTassels, Nouviante Galoon, Velvet
new house and make you more comfortable,
INDIGESTION,
Route, having but twelve miles of land transportation, by B lankets OI all sizes, 1 weeds, batm etts, and Elastic Ribbons, Velvet Ribbons, and Velvets in great
Brooklyn, N Y
but it is now too late. B ut I hope my daugh carriages, over a good macadamized road.
variety. Also an extensive stock of Bonnet Ribbons at H
Mrs. Paul, of N o.5 Hammond-street, N Y was cured of
A
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a good stock of STUFF for
Nervous debility.
Sickness at Stomach,
less
prices
than
they
eat?
lie
bought
of
our
neighbors.
i
severe
case
of
Bronchitis
by
ihe
Hvageana
Early
application
should
be
made
for
passage
(to
secure
te r will remember what tMiave so often told good births.) for which apply to
Derangement of the Di W ater Brash, Humors
Rockland,
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5,
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The
Rev
Dr
C
iieever
,
of
New
York,
testifies of our
B O Y S ’ W E A R ,
uedicinein the following language; —
her— not to go in the strtjJitlVitli strangers, or
gestive Functions,
Colds and Coughs,
F S SAXTON, Agent.
Washington Street, (Joy’s Building,) BOSTON,
RED, BLUE, GREY, WHITE AND FIGURED
F A L L A N D W IN T E R
New York, Nov. 15, 1854.
Depression
of
mind
and
Costiveness,
Jaundice,
associate with improper persons.
She must 81Tickets
for AUSTRALIA also furnished as aliov<t*.
WOOL AND COTTON AND WOOL FLANNELS.
D ear S ir —1 think highly of Dr Curtis’s Hygeana, as a
Spirits.
Flatulency, Rheutnu
3m40
stay with her mother, and grow up a respecta Oct 17 ’55
einedy in diseases of the throat and lungs. Having had
B L E A C H E D AND U N B L E A C H E D
Oppression after Eat lism.
mine opportunity to testify to its efficacy, I am convinced
€ Il O T K I N G .
ble woman. ‘W hen 1 am dead it will be
T. A. W E N T W O R T H ,
hut it is a most excellent medicine, both the syrup and the
C O TTO N FLANNEL.
ing,
Female Obstructions,
iihaling application to the chest
noised abroad through alii the world— they
Also, all the shades of
DEALER IX
Loss of Appetite,
Acid Stomach,
Prof S C enter writes us as foloows:—
B R O A D C L O T H S , D O E S K IN S ,
will hear of it across the ,great w aters, and
G entlemen :—I have recently had occasion to test your
Sick
Headache,
Pain
in
the
Side,
W ooten Yarns.
m
n
Cherry syrup and Hygeana Vapor, in a case of Chronic
C A S S I.1 IE R E S , V E S T I N G S A C .
say, ‘ R ed Jack et, the great orator is dead;’
4ore
throat, that had refused to yield to other forms of
IF H I T E
G O O D S .
and w hite men will come and ask you for my
treatment, and the lesult has satisfied me, that whatever
T orpor o f the L iv e r a n d B o w e ls ,
FA L O , R O B E S BO O TS, SH O E S,
C . G . iM O F F I T T ,
W hile L inen, L inen Bosoms, L inen Damask,
Reader! You are appealed to earnestly. Don’t say “ it usy be the composition of your preparation, it is no imbody. They will wish to bury me. B u t do
1 only could believe this to be .true! 1 have some of tilt- insitioii, but an excellent remedy, 1 wish for the sake of the
NO. 1 WILSON BLOCK,
D amask f o r Tow eling, D am ask Covers,
RUBBERS, UMBRELLAS AND GENTS
not le t them take me. Clothe me in my sim
above complaints, and 1 would take the medicine at once .lllicted, that it might he biought within the reach of alj
N a p kin s and Doyles, Check d Cam
S now offering for sale a t COST, a new and
if 1 could only have confidence.” IT IS TRUE; it is an
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SM
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,
Dr J ohns, ope of the most celebrated Physicians in New
F U R N IS H IN G G O O D S.
plest dress— put on my leggins and m y moc
honest
truth, if ever there] was one spoken. Come then, Vork, writes as follows: —
well selected STOCK of
bric and Laivn, NancsookM usif your mind is irritable, discontented, and gloomy, if you
casins, and bang the cross which I have
S T O K E . C U ST O M H O U S E B L O C K .
Du CfitTis—Dear Sir : -Having witnessed the excel
FALL
AND
WINTER
GOODS,
No.
2
Spofford
Block.
have severe Cc lie I’ains after eating your food,—if your lent effects cf yout Hygeana. or inhaling Hygeana Vapor
Un
Brown
L
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en
and
worn so long around my neck, and let it lie _ 33lf_____________________________Roekland^Me.
begins to waste, or your strength to fail you.—if your old Cherry Syrup, in a case of chronic Bronchitis, and be[ em tra :ing
HERE he has a large assortment ofStoves body
Embossed Table Covers.
countenance assumes a haggard and sallow aspect,—if you ug much in favor of counter-irritation in affections of the
upon my bosom. Then bury me am ong my
and Hard W ate Goods. Having made additions to have a difficulty in lying on your left side,—if your skin is
E N G L I S H , F R E iV C H A N D G E R M A N
hroat, Bronchial tubes and lungs, I can therefore cheer
D A M A S K ,
his extensive Siock of
people. N either do I wish to be buried wjth
dry ami shrivelled,—if you have ail appetite weak and va fully recommend your Medical apparatus ns being the most
riable, and perhaps entirely destroyed,—if your whole sys
S ilk and W orsted. W orsted, and Cotton and
pagan rites. I wish the ceremonies to be as
BR O A D C LO TH S,
-onvenient
and effectual mode of applying anything of the
tem is languid, especially during ihe process of digestion,
DAMASK, FOR CURTAINS
.V . F . F E F . n . F N ? A ’ C O .
you like, acording to customs of your new
yon have a constant uneasy feeling in the stomach,— kind I have ever seen. No doubt, thousands of persona
S f
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in ull the fashionable shades.
why, you have only a fit of INDIGESTION! and these nay be relieved, and many cured by using your medicines.
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religion if you choose. Your m inister says
1 must here be allowed to confess that I am opposed to
AVE removed their Confectionary establishTV <r\ n *? T'i Ti
T
great Bitters are made to cure Indigestion, and they will do
n
*
to their
it, too,—and all its attendant ills; and while at first it gent prescribing or using secret compounds, but this little neat
the dead will rise. P erhaps they will. I f
a choice assortment of Doeskins.
ly stimulates the Stomach, cleansing and removing these ly contrived article, and its effects in the case above alluded
N EW B U IL D IN G ,
io.
have induced me to speak In its favor.
NICE AND CHEAP CURTAIN MUSLIN,
they do I wish to rise with my old comrades.
troublesome agents,
PLAIN. FIGURED AND FANCY VESTINGS, offers the whole for sale
You are at liberty to use this in any way you may think
MUSLIN AND CAMBRIC EDGING AND IN
Roc-land Street, three doors above Rose & Keenes,
I do not wish to rise among pale faces. I wish on
propel.
Respectfully, yours, «fcc.
I T A C T S U P O N T H E S K IN ,
SERTING, EMBROIDERED HANDKER
where they would be happy to receive orders from all who
V E R Y LO W F O R C A S H ,
C. JOHNS, M .D.
Superior S atin and A lpaca do.
CHIEFS AND CO! I.ARS AND
to be surrounded by red men. l)o not make may favor them with their patronage
removing moroid or vitiated humors, beautifying the
No 609 Houston street N Y
UN'DERSI.EEVES,
Rockland, Oct. 1854.
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face, kindling life and energy’ in your entire frame; then,
a feast according to the customs of the In d i
N. IL—Dr Curtis’s Hygeana is the ORIGINAL and ON
ogether with all the etceteras usually called for under R E A D Y
Reader, tvill the world no longer look dark and gloomy; no
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all
others
are base imitations
his heud.
longer will your dearest hopes be banished and thrust aside
ans. W henever my friends chose, they could
N E W P U B L IC A T IO N S ,
or vile and INJURIOUS counterfeits. Shun them as you
but with
Manufactured expressly for the market, which in style O F F I C E ,
would POISON.
come and feast with me when I was well, and
PA R LO R , COOK, A N D
and
Workmanship,
is
equal
to
most
custom
work,
H E A L T H AND STR EN G TH
T received, at
I do not wish those who have never eaten J U SST
among which may be found
A ll description and prices.
You will go forth into the world, to say with.thousands o
CAMB00SE STOVES,
with me in my cabin, to surfeit a t my funer
OVER COATS, COATS, FROCK COATS,
E . R. S P E A R S,
others, C A R ichards’ Abbott Bitters have done won
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ders for me. Living witnesses are ready to testify to the
The world is astonished at the wonderful cures perform
al feast.’
SACKS, PANTS AND VESTS
U RESCOTT’S Philip the Second; Modern
(all of approvnl patterns and handsome designs,) as can statement above made. Thirty years and upwards old ed by the CRAMP AN D PAIN KILLER, prepared by
W hen he had finished, he laid him self *- Pilgrims, by Wood; Discarded Daughter, by Mrs.
j of all styles and qualities, prices, colors and styles. Also be found at any other similar establishment in the city.— Doctor Abbott introduced this medicine. Il has been eight CURTIS AND PERKINS. Its equal has never beeu
V ELV ET’ TA PESTRY , T H R E E PLY,
Southworth;
Rose
Glark,
by
Fanny
Fern;’Caste,
by
Story;
years
in
the
possession
of
Mr.
Richards,
neither
of
whom
known
for removing pain in all cases; for the cure of Spi
again upon the couch, and did not rise again. Rag Pieker; Glenwood or Parish Boy; Juno Clifford;
INDIA RUBBER COATS, PANTS & CAPS. In addition to the above maybe found
S U P 1 I R F I N E A N D CO M M ON
have advertised it, leaving it to its own merits, to work its nal Complaints, Cramp in the Limbs and Stomach, RheuH e lived several days, but was most o f the Plain Talk on Home Matters; Good Time Coming; Ten
own way. Now, in view of its great curative properlien natism in all its forms, Billious, Colic, Chills and Fever,
•CARPE1TNG.
In
the
G
ents
Furnishing
Line
Years among the Mail Bags; Crotchets and Quavers.
—in view of a duty which every one owes to the public, it Burns, sore throat and Gravel, it is decidedly the best rem
BRITANNIA, JA PA N AND TIN WARE. J is
time in a stupor, or else delirious. H e often
Will be sold low as usual.
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Also—COTTON AND W OOL; OIL CLOTH, STRAW
being put before the people as it should have been long edy in the world Evidence of the most wonderful cures
i any quantity of
and HEMP RUGS of all descriptions.
r
I ago, through tile medium of the press. The Label is Copy- performed by any medicine, are on circulars in the ham's
asked for Mr. H arris, the missionary, and
An we purchase these goods at agents prices, we can sell S llll’ts , BOSOIIIS, L o lla i’S a n d I ICS, O U Speildj
righted,
and each boitte, for the protection of the consu- of Agents.
P o rc e la in an d B ra s s K e ttle s .
afterw ards would unconsciously m utter, ‘I do
tliem at a lower figure than the same goods cun be bought
I iners and proprietor, bears the portrait of Doctor Wm.
C. P. Fessenden Agent for Rockland ; Carlton «fc Nor
for elsewhere.
'
ers, Ild k s,, Gloves and H osiery.
Abbott, together with the signature of
wood, (Rockport;) Camden, W. M. Cook, Thomaston;
not hate him; he thinks I hate him, but I do
Ira Gilman, St.George; Johnson & Fuller, W arren; J. II
TABLE
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CUTLERY.
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Proprietor,
not. I would not hurt him .’ The missionary
Estabrook A: Son, Cumdeu Harbor.
T R U N K S , V A L IS E S , C A R P E T B A G S ,'
89 Slate Serett, Boston.
May 18, 1655.
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was sent for repeatedly, but did not return
5 0 0 0 P o K -iic Is o f
commission’ merchant,
October, 16, 1355
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Registers and Ventilators.
UMBRELLAS, &c„ Ac.
untill he was dead. W hen the messenger X MS LARGE NEW BUILDING OPPOSITE THE OLD
PU RE LIVE GEESE FEATHERS,
Try
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Try
It!.'
Try
It!-'!
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STAND OF
told him M r; H arris had not come, he re
Constantly on hand at prices ranging from 17 to 50 cents than the same quality can be purchased east of Boston.— j
CASTSTEEL AND IRON SHOVELS,
per pound.
EXPERIENCE OF AN OLD NURSE.
plied, ‘V ery well; the G reat S p irit will or j E T e v s l S - X Z X S r f c X a i l o t o y
Customers are invited to call and prove the fact.
G . W . S T O N E 'S
B A T T B W G .
Rockland. Sept. 21, 1855.
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ENGLAND, whiirii is made from the best of material, and
portunity to speak with him .’ A gain he would
An experienced Nurse and Female Physician
(CrN. B. lie will attend particularlvto the sale o f Lime put up in POUND BUNDLES, and will be sold to the
M 0SSE BROTHERS,
AND
C o o R i n g T i . a r . g c 9 . presents to the attention of Mothers her
murmur, ‘.H e accused me o f being a snake, Plaster, or any other produce entrusted to his care, and Trade
or at Retail ot a very small advance from cost.—
MANUFACTURERS OF
3. ly.
and trying to bite somebody. This was very- make prompt returns of the same.
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ONE AND A HALF TONS NOW IN STOREMARliLB MANTLES OF BEAUTIFUL DESIGN,
CARLTON & PA R SO N S?
true, and I wish to repent and m ake satis
The above mentioned Stock with a host that we have
The most important discovery ever made in Medical Sci
not
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week
for
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Those
in
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GOODS
in
liie
above
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are
reaped;
FO R C H IL D R E N T E E T H IN G .
ence, being a compound of Burks and Roots, which
faction.
.EOI.IANS, SERAPUINES AND MELODEONS.
at the very lowest mark, and will be sold to all who may
fully invited to call before purchasing elsewhere.
forms the most powerful safe, and agreeable phys
It will immediately relieve them from pain, al
favor us with their patronage at a small ADVANCE.
W hether it was Mr. H arris th a t he referr
ALSO DEALERS IN
ic ever offered to the public.
U* All JOB WORK done promptly and neatly executed lay all spasmodic action, soften the gums, reduce
We lake this opportunity to say to our numerous friends
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ed to all the time he was talking in this w ay
P I A N O F O R T E S , S H E E T M U S IC
and customers, that feeling gratelul for the liberal pat
by workmen of experience and warranted to give satisfac inflamatiou. and is sure to regulate the bowels
IE
necessity
of such a medicine has long
AND INSTRUCTION BOOKS.
could not be ascertained,as he did not seem to of Particular attention given to the purchase and shipment ronage that they have beeu pleased to bestow upon os, du
Depend upon it mothers, it will give rest to your,
tion.
ring the past lew years, we hope still by strict application
been felt both by the heads of families and physicians.
R ockland, Maine .
Grnteful for past favors the subscriber trusts that nothing selves and relief and health to your children.—
comprehend if any direct questions was put H A R D P I N E L U M B E R , P R O C U R I N G io our business to receive a fair share of ^heir favors.
'Is advantages over cathartics given in the form of Pills or
Price 25 ocn’S per bottle.
Rockland, Sept 17, 1855
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shall be wanting on his part to iu erita continuance.
Powders must be obvious to every intelligent person. It
to him; but from his rem arks, and his known
We have sold very large quantities of Mrs operates more immediately and effectually upon the sys
FREIGHTS &c.
G. L *MITH.
I W at. C i’.EEVY.j
[C has A. F arw ell .
enm ity to him, this was the natural suppo
Winslow's Soothing Syrup during the past six tem, and at the same time is infinitely less difficult to ad
Rockland, Oct. 21, 1855.
-Hlf
R crnncxcE.—Knoll Crockett, Esq., mid A. II- Kimball,
minister,
quite agreeable to the taste. It not only
sition. Sometimes*he would think he saw Rockland.
years—over 200,009 bottles the lust year We produces being
CREEV Y & FA RW ELL,
all the effects where physic is required, but comI l r m Carleton. N.irwopd, 4 Co , Rockport.
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believe it the best ntedeciue in the world for deitly removes habitual Co9tiveness, leavriig the bowels
some o f his old companions about him, and
Children teething or for the cure of Dysentery perfectly free. It expels all humors from the blood, is a
C o n im is s io :!
M .e ic lia iil§ ,
and exclaim, 'There is F arm e r’s Brother;
:ertain cure for the Piles. Regulates the action 01 the Liver
or Diarrohoea in Children whether it arises fron, frees
the stomach from bile, invigorates the whole Ner
why does he trouble me— why does he stand
teething or any other cause. It gives universa vous System, and remove the cause ol all local pains, such
there looking a t me?” Then he would again N 0 W I S Y O U R C I I A N C E
satisfaction—never heard a complaint from any
As Rheumatism, Neuialgia, Tic Doloreux
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one using i t —never sold a medicine so univer
sink into a stupor.
Gout, Pain in the Hoad, Side,
T H E LARGEST STOCK OF STOVES, in ibis market i»
sally successful in relieving pain and effecting
P a c k e ts .
Stomneh, &c.
The wife and daughter were the only ones I offered for sale at twenty per cent less than former
cures 111 all cases above stated, if taken in
prices. On account of the superiority of a
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It may also be relied apon in all disease of the Bowels—
to whom he spoke parting words, or gave a
season, relief isjimmediate and absolntelvcertain.
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NEW ORLEANS.
D y se n te ry , D iarrh o ea, an d C h o lera
New Air Tight Cooking Stove;
parting blessing ; but as his last hour drew
CURTIS & PERKINS.
Druggists, No 40 Courtland St.
§
nigh, his fam ily all gathered aroud him, and made by t . P, STEW a RT, of Troy. N. Y. I am induced
M orbus,
U S I C T
to sell all other patterns «i greatly reduced prices. In or
New York, Jau y .2 0 th , 1854.
yield at once to it* inagieni influence. Again we repeat,
mournful it was to think th a t the children der to make room for this new and valuable Stove which
<5
The .subscribers aie now iiiaiuifuctiiring and offer for
TRY I T ! —it needs no other recommendation NoiamJOH N COLLINS,
were not his own— his were all sleeping in is greatly admired by all who have seen it. 1 offer tue
clean assortment of the above instruments, in various I
will be without it after they have properly tested its
A L A D Y O F T H E F I R S T R E S P E C - iiy
above inducements, and shall offer my la rge stock of Stoves
tlyle of case and with Carharts improved action, which]
merits. Reader, if you have tried other remedies, without
OULD respectfully inform his friends and Uy
the little church-yard where he was soon to at prices which cannot fail to suit customers,
ill be warranted and sold as cheap as any of the kind
T A B IL IT Y W R IT E S .
-uccess, despair not—relief is now at hand. Are you suf
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fering
from Scrofu'a, six bottles 11 my Liquid Cathartic
be l a id ; they were bis stdp-childreu— the than six months standing, are requettei'i to call and settle
D ear S ir :—I am happy to be able to certify will cure you Would you be relieved from habitual Cos
Salesroom in Snow’s Block, Main S heet, opposite Sea |
PIANO FORTE, VIOLIN, SINGING,& C.
the same.
children o f his favorite wife.
et.
to the efficacy of Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup tiveness, three bottles will effect all that you desire. I
&
JO SEPH FURBISH,
Terms, $8.00 for twenty-four lessons.
Purchasers iuviied to call and examine.
you are afflicted with Rheumatic, Neuralgic, or other lo
These he had always loved and cherished,
and »o the truth of what it is represented to ac cal
Ceutre Main St.
E. P. MORSE,
pains, two bottles will free you from them. All hu
.PIANO 7ORTES tuned. A good second-hand PIANO
Rockland, Sept. 19, 1)55.
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eomplish Having a little boy suffering greatly mors will be eradicated from the blood by the use of front
and they loved and honored him, for this their
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one
to six bottles. In short, if you require a physic for
'Orders left at his House corner of Lindsey and Union St.
mother had taught them. The wife sat by
any
purpose, this is the most reliable, safe, and agreeable
by his cries would not permit any of the family
Rockland, May 9, 1855.
________ _____ P tf
the taste that has ever been placed within the reach of
his pillow, and rested her hand upon h ir head.
to do so, 1 purchased a .bottle of the Soothing to
the public.
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A t his feet stood the two sons, who a re nowSyrup, iu order to test the remedy , and when
G EO RG E L . SNO W ,
P R I C E , S I,O O .
B E N J . B R Y A N T , M. D.
Principal Depot at No. 38 Central Street, Lcwell, Mass.
given to the boy according to the directions, its
aged and Christian men, and by his side the
(CT Sold by Druggists generally.Z33
AS taken Store, coruor Main and W inter
effect upon him was like magic; he soon went to
little girl, whose little hand rested upon his
Agent
for.Rockland,
C. P. Fessenden, J. II. Estabrook
Street where he offers for sale a
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sleep, and all pain and nervousness/lisappeured. & Co*, Camden, Hon. Jas.
him, W
Lancaster, Northport. 251y
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w ithered and trembling palm.
I lis last
We have had no trouble with him since, and the
words were still, ’W here is the missionary ?’ ,
SURGF.OV, AND A C C O U C H E U R .
2 2 S o u t h S t r e e t , (U p S t a i r s ,
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process
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teething,
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sole
and then he clasped the child to his bosom
to which, additions will error itantly be made.
of Mrs Winslow’s Soothing Syrup. Every
while she sobbed in auguish: her ears caught
£« da A
Ji & •
Rockland, Oct. 27, 1855.
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IVO R T H , aid
mother who regards the health and life of her
his hurried breathing— his arm s relaxed
J u s t P u b l i s h e d : A N e w D is c o v e r y ' {LTOf f ic e H ours From 8 to 10 A. M., and from 2 to 4
children
should possess it.
DEALER IN
L. W . HOW ES,
P. M.
th e ir hold— she looked up, and he was gone.
MRS. H. A. ALGER,
C O U N S E L I, OR A T L A W ,
in M e d ic in e .
Dec 12, 1854.
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H A T S, C A P S , F U R S , BO O T S, S H O ES,
H e had requested th a t a vial o f cold w ater
l.owell. Mass.. Mav 20. 1853.
KI.WI5JV I.L B L O K .
A FEW WORDS ON THE RATIONAL'
Rubbers,
Buffalo
Robes,
Umbrellas,
For
sale
by
STEPHEN
PAUL & CO.. 149
m ight be placed in his hand when he was
’
R ockland, M e .
TREATMENT, witnout Medicine, ofSupermatorrhea !
• Chamber St.. New York, and by C. P. FESSEN
H indkerchiefs, Scarfs, Cravats,
or Local Weakness, Nervous Debility, Low Spirits, Las-1
N E W BO O K S,
prepared for the burial, but the reason of the
Strict alieulion given, to B o u n ty b a u d C la im * .
situde. Weakness of the Limbs and. Indisposition and In-j
DEN.
Rockland;
W.
M
COOK,
E. K. O’BRIEN,
Gloves, M ittens, Suspenders,
request no one could deviue. It was com- I Til L above lintned bn. just removed from Uelfavl, where capacity for Study and Labor. Dulness of Apprehension,
Thomaston; IRA GILMAN. JOSEPH LONG. T
C H O IC E R E A D IN G !
lie bus been in a ven ,relive practice about tight years;
fyc tyc
plied w ith, however, and all his w ishes! about one half of w aicii period he wits of the then firm ol Loss of Memory aversion to Society, Love of Solitude, |
MARSHALL,
St.
George;
J
.
II.
ESTABROOK,
Timiilitv. Self-Distrust, Dizziness, Head Ache. Involuntary ,
Ac Iiowes.
CARLTON & NORWOOD, Camden.
lClv
Has just returned from
Discharges. Pains in the Side. Affection o f the eyes, Pimp- I
strictly heeded. The funeral took place in Abbott
On account of i-.is extensive acquaintance in Waldo k s on the Face, Sexual and othei Infirmities in man.
,
on,
the little mission church, with appropriate County lie Will coutiune to do busuteas in the Courts there
NEW YORK, BOSTON AND PORTLAND,
HEALY & ACHORN,
FR O M th e F R E N C H O F D r . B . D E L A N E Y .
C O S T A R ’S
as wvll as in Lincoln.
REVELATIONS
OF
A
PHYSICIAN’S
W
IFE.
but the most simple ceremonies; and he was
with a large Stock of Desirable Goods which were selected
Rtocklaud, March 22, 1855
lotf
The important fact that these alarming complaints can
Dealers«in
It is a Book of
with great care expressly for this market, and will be sold
GENUINE RAT AND MICE
i lie easily removed without Medicine , is, in this small
buried in the little mission burying ground,
at
unheard
of
low
PRICES
for
CASH.
Only
please
cnll
n T boynton
j tract, clearly detnonstrated; and theentirelv new and high- Power, Pathos, Elegance 4 Christian Sentiment,
and examine goods and prices, and you will be convinced
a t the gatew ay o f w hat was once an old fort
I ly successful treatment, as adopted by the Author, fully exC om m ission .Herciiants,
nliie to cURE lli u - And allow, what may he doue by a Fomily Physician to at °uce that at
I plained, by means of which every one
— around him his own people— aged men, i
FOR THE TOTAL ANNIALATION OF
self perfectly , AND at least possible cost , avoiding i alleviate spiritual and mental, ns well as bodily maladies
NO. 2 SPOFFORD BLOCK, ROCKLAND,
DEALERS IN
W 1 GOODS, GROCERIES,
sachems, chiefs and w arriors, and little chil
thereby all the advertising nostrums of the day.
T H F riT.Tl H O IM F S T F A D
K.
cto M I C E ,
the place to buy.
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1 AU,
c g r d a g e , c h a in s , a n d a n c h o r s , Sent to any address, gratis, and post free in a sealed endren.
PICKLED AND DRY FISH,
The efficacy of this preparation Tor destroy-ng Rats

HYGEANA

E M B R O ID E R IE S .

FO R C A L IF O R N IA .

I

W

R E M 0 V A L .

H

H O S IE R Y & GLOVES,

E. 0.

H A S K IN S ,

. F E AT H ERS,

S O O T H IN G

CHURCH and PARLOR ORGANS.

SYRUP

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.

P

and Ship

PU R C H A SER S.

B U IK EB S.

“M

W

~N E W

S T O R E “

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION

H

’ A'T

CORA AND T H E D O C TO R ;

& co.

AND MANUFACTURERS OF

•O O T T O M ’ n U C K .,
Cbckltt.— A woman has been arrested and
fined $50 in Buffalo, for scalding intentionally
a little girl, by pouring boiling hot water down
her back. The girl was playing a t the door,
and this means was resorted to, to drive her

away.

N o . 1 3 4 C O M M E R C IA L S T R E E T ,
N B O Y N TO N ,
E BOYNTON'..1R
A F IIERVEY

COEN, M EA L, FL O U R ,

, by remitting (post paid) two postage stamps to Dr.
B. l)e LANEY, No. 16 Lispenard Street,New York. *316m

S ta tio n e r y ,
T ETTER nnd Note Paper of all kinds and

-LJ qualities, Envelopes Ace &c.
Blank Books manufactured expressly for myself and of
I the very best stock, Tuck Diuries, Memorandums. &c <fcc. |
!
Selling ivgentw for Russell Mills Duck Com pany, Rock I All of which will be sold at the lowest possible mark.
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E. R. SPEAR.
port Duc>. Company, and Robftlni Cordage Company

Mjgg a NN STEVENS.
ELLIE, or the Human Comedy.
Scenes in the life of a NEW YORK SURGEON.
Which, the right or the left.
Japan as it wus and is.
Pictures of Europe by Boston,
The Match Girl.
Ollie, the Watchman.
V
Willy Reilly, &c. Ate. For sale by
45ft
E R. SPlA R .

B. F. METCALF,

S h ip p in g & C o m m issio n
23
Kir

M ERCHANT,
C o e n tie s S lip
NEW YORK.

__ __ . ,1IX
Mice, and Roaches is astonishing. Places that have been
BEEF, PORK, LARD, BUTTER, CHEESE, PAINTS.: -jfe^ted with numbers of them have been completely clenrAND OILS, NAILS, WINDOW GLASS, &c. Ac.
■ed by one, or not more than two applications of this artij o ,rnn,i •□.nrtmmii nf ih« ntmvp inpurinnofi : cle. Unlike other preparations, they are attracted by this
? n- ^ P h 1 w e w m ^ n as
n T S o S UX ? - t i d e , and eat it with the greatest avidity, and will not
a oods which]w e \ i l
S
: die in their hiding places—thus obviating that disagreeable
where.
h f a ip v
I stench caused by other preparations. N ot dangerous to
M. A ACHORN. , Ute liunrau f.niily. F o r.ale by

X o. I C r o c k e tt’. B u ild in g , N o r th E n d . , ...............................P. FESSEXDBtX, Ajcnt.
Rockland, Nov. 22, 1855.
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Rockland, Match, 3J 1854.

